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1. INTRODUCTION

This is the final report of a 3-1/2-year effort to assess the
utility and limitations of Nd-Fe-B based sintered magnets for microwave
devices such as traveling wave tubes. In these devices, the magnetic
properties at elevated temperatures are of importance, as is the
flux stability during thermal cycling and long-term exposure. The
experimental work described here involved several tasks:
(1) The characterization of magnets from industrial R&D laboratories
and from early pilot production.
(2) Development of our own techniques and capabilities for preparing
Nd-Fe-B alloys and sintered magnets from them.
(3) Modifying the alloy compositions and heat treatments in order
to improve the elevated temperature magnetic properties and making
the magnets more suitable for applications in the 1000 to 200'C range
at low operating permeance values.
(4) Trying to better understand the magnetization reversal behavior
and the relationship between coercivity and microstructure.
The report describes our efforts in this sequence, which also corresponds
approximately to the chronological progress of the work. Most results
have by now been published in the form of conference papers or journal
articles, and reprints or manuscripts of these are appended. The
report relies on these appendices for documentation of the individual
subtasks and a discussion of their results.

Early commercial magnets were found seriously wanting, in several
respects, for elevated temperature applications. Various alloy modifications
were explored by us, and modified samples from other sources were
also evaluated. The alloying additions included cobalt as a partial
substituent for iron to raise the Curie temperature, dysprosium and
erbium substitutions for some of the neodymium to reduce the temperature
dependence of the remanence; and Dy, Al, Nb, Ti, and Zr as minor
additives that increase the intrinsic coercive force. Certain alloys
containing cobalt and dysprosium stand out as having much reduced
irreversible losses at 1250 and 1500C. Co plus Dy were, therefore,
adopted as the basic modifiers needed for useful behavior above l00C,
with the other elements added individually, so that many of the magnets
prepared and tested were six-component alloys. Different combinations
of these additives were found to bring certain advantages; others
(Al, Ti, Zr) are essentially useless for TWT magnets. All improvements
so achieved were relatively minor.

Kerr-effect observations of magnetic domain patterns and wall
motion, the analysis of minor loops, and ac thermomagnetic analysis
shed light on the mechanisms of magnetization change and the physical
origins of the coercivity and its temperature variation.

In practical terms, grinding, sintering, and heat-treating procedures
were developed in order to make good magnets from (Nd,Dy)(Fe,Co)B
alloys and several modifications with additional elements. Engineering
design data were generated for the most useful of the magnets studied,
considering the hard magnetic properties at room temperature and
in the temperature range from -50'C to +1500 or 200'C, as appropriate.
In particular, this data includes temperature coefficients, the reversible
and irreversible flux losses on heating, and information on the aging
behavior during long-term exposure in air at elevated temperature.
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2. OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL RESEARCH PLAN

The general objective of the work described in this report was
to explore the utility of Nd-Fe-B-based permanent magnet materials
for traveling wave tubes, filters, and other devices used in generating

and processing electromagnetic energy in the millimeter wave and
microwave ranges of the frequency spectrum. Based on a general knowledge
of the requirements which these devices impose on the permanent magnets
used in their focus/beam guiding structures, and some specific guidance
provided by the sponsoring laboratory, we had to characterize and
evaluate the'early ternary alloy magnets and, then, try and modify
the material in ways that might improve its properties to make it
more suitable for microwave tube use.

Our work was not directly concerned with the devices or the
design of their magnetic circuits. It was strictly a materials engineering
effort, mostly experimental, aimed at improving certain permanent-

magnet characteristics that are important for tube focusing structures,
etc. Of primary concern are the hard magnetic properties and their
stability at elevated temperatures. In the case of Nd-Fe-B, it was
known that problems due to heating were already severe between 700
and 1000 C, and the objective was to make the magnets useful in the
1000 to 200*C range. Specific properties of interest are the intrinsic
demagnetization curves in the entire range of potential operating

temperatures, the temperature variation and reversible temperature
coefficients (TC) of remanence cx and intrinsic coercive force
the irreversible flux losses incurred during short-term heating at
various operating permeances Li and the long-term stability of the
operating flux. We concentrated on magnets made like the older SmCo
magnets by conventional powder metallurgy (by what is now often called
the OPS method--orient/press/sinter); at the time the contract work
began this was the only known way of producing the fully dense, grain-oriented,
high energy magnets needed for tubes.

The work to be done was generally defined in terms of the following
three tasks.

Task A: Obtain magnet samples from commercial R&D laboratories or
from pilot production lines and characterize them in terms of these
properties.

Task B: Develop our own capability for preparing such alloys and
sintered magnets; learn to make magnets and optimize the magnet preparation
methods using ternary Nd-Fe-B as the vehicle.

Task C: Modify the alloy composition in various ways that have the
potential of improving the elevated temperature properties; modify
the sintering/heat treating process as required. This implies extensive
property characterization of promising magnets that result from Task C.

-2-



This contract effort was based on a proposal written soon after
the feasibility of making useful sintered permanent magnets from
a Nd-Fe-B alloy was announced by Sagawa et al. from the Sumitomo
Special Metals Co. of Japan, at the Nov. 1983 Pittsburgh Conference
on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials. The experimental work described
here actually started about one year after that announcement, at
which time the first evaluation samples of such magnets had become
available from Sumitomo and some of the shortcomings of Nd-Fe-B were
beginning to be understood. Because of the great promise which the
new magnet material was perceived to offer for many applications,
efforts to reproduce the Sumitomo results, to modify the Nd-Fe-B
magnets by changing alloy compositions and preparation procedures,
and to improve their properties in various ways had begun in many
laboratories world-wide. As a consequence, our investigation was
conducted in an atmosphere of intense scientific competition and
global interaction, with many people working along similar lines,
and new results and ideas being reported in rapid sequence.

This meant, for our work, that we had to continually modify
the originally planned approach in its details. We were able to
take advantage of results obtained elsewhere and avoid unnecessary
duplication. Another reason for adapting the goals as the work progressed
was that the growing body of basic knowledge about the 2-14-1 alloys
and their fundamental properties made it clearer what magnet properties
one might, and which results one could not, expect to achieve by
alloying additions of cobalt and heavy rare-earth elements.

3. ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

In the following chapter, the work done under the contract is
described in a concise manner in the approximate chronological order
of execution. The chapter is organized around the three tasks defined
in the proposal; however, additional subchapter headings are used
to identify parts of the investigation that were not clearly foreseen
at the beginning, but which became relatively major and distinctive
additional tasks.

Most of our results have been published in a series of eight
journal articles, each summarizing a completed segment of the overall
research project. The references given in these were intended to
put the reported results in perspective relative to preceding papers,
and they reflect the progress of work in the specific problem area
made in our laboratory and elsewhere. Copies of these papers are
appended to the report and they are made an integral part of it.
Reference is made to them for a reasonably detailed description of
the experimental methods and a presentation of results in tabular
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and graphic form. To the extent that sections of the effort were
not published, or where the description in the journal papers is
not adequate for the understanding or reproduction of our results,
additional details are given herein.

Finally, Chaper 5 is a summary and concise interpretation of
the results obtained under this contract effort.

4. DISCUSSION OF WORK AND RESULTS OBTAINED

4.1. Task A: Characterization of Available Nd-Fe-B Magnets

4.1.1. High and Low-Temperature Properties of Early Neomax

We initially acquired two versions of early commercial-product
prototypes from the Sumitomo Special Metals Co. (SSMC). Later, we
received samples of early U.S.-made products from Crucible Magnetics
Company (CMC) and the Hitachi Magnetics Corporation (HMC). All these
were sintered magnets and fell into two categories: ternary Nd-Fe-B
compositions with a nominal energy product of about 35 MGOe and a
modest intrinsic coercivity at room temperature (RT) of about 12-13
kOe, and a Dy-containing version of about 30 MGOe and 18-20 kOe.

On SSMC's Neomax magnets, we first measured demagnetization
curves at different temperatures over the range -200* to +2000 and
determined the temperature variation of the salient properties, Br,
Hc, Hk, (BH)max. The reversible and irreversible losses on thermal
cycling between +25 and temperatures up to +275*C were also measured.
Hard-axis magnetization curves and low-AC-field thermomagnetic analysis
plots ("TMA spectra") were used to study the peculiarities of the
temperature dependence of anisotropy, coercivity, and the relation
between these. The results of this work are presented in Appendix A.
They demonstrate the severe shortcomings of ternary Nd-Fe-B at elevated
temperatures: On heating, the remanence drops off (toward zero near
the relatively low Curie temperature of 312 0C) at the modest rate
of a O.l percent per °C around RT. This is only about three times
the temperature coefficient of Sm-Co magnets. However, the coercivity
has a temperature coefficient of BZO.86 percent/C, dropping to half
of its RT value at 100 0C. And the irreversible flux loss at a typical
tube-magnet operating point, B/H-0.6, was found to be about 25 percent
at 100'C, and nearly 60 percent at 150 0C. Such behavior makes these
simple ternary alloy magnets useless for most microwave tube applications.

We also investigated the behavior at cryogenic temperatures
down to liquid nitrogen (LN) temperature, -196'C, to see what effect
the onset of the spin reorientation in the 2-14-1 main phase (at
about -150 0C) has on the anisotropy and the second-quadrant properties
of sintered magnets. Below about -75*C the main anisotropy constant
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was found to decline on cooling and the demagnetization curve began
to show distortions, with Hk dropping off sharply. Near LN temperature
the magnetization also drops about 20 percent below the remanence
in the permeance region, where tube magnets typically operate. Through
all this, the intrinsic coercivity continues to rise on cooling.
It must be concluded that the magnets do not become useless at low
temperatures, as was feared when the spin reorientation was first
reported. Their performance at low permeance values is certainly
degraded to a significant degree, and this must be taken into account
in the design of magnetic circuits that have to function in a cryogenic
environment.

4.1.2. Basic Studies of the Magnetization Reversal Mechanisms.

Minor loops and recoil-loop fields were also plotted at RT and
at several elevated temperatures. They were found to look quite
different for the high-coercivity magnets (Neomax 30), where the
recoil lines were almost horizontal, and for the lower-coercivity
version (grade 35), which has strongly curved recoil lines. The
grade 35 magnets remagnetize after field demagnetization in two distinct
steps, and they develop their full properties only at a forward field
>20 kOe, which is 1.5 times the coercivity value and much more than
the magnetizing field which the virgin (thermally demagnetized) magnet
requires. For the sake of better understanding the mechanisms responsible
for this and for the large irreversible losses on heating, Kerr-effect
domain imaging was employed to observe the dynamics of magnetization
change in applied fields and at elevated temperatures. The publication,
Appendix B, discusses these experiments in detail.

4.1.3. Elevated Temperature Properties and Stability Tests
on Commercial Prototype "Nd-Fe-B" Type Magnets.

Later in the contract period, additional magnet samples became
available from commercial sources. These included US-produced sintered
magnets that were nominally equivalent to the two grades from Sumitomo
studied earlier, and also a new composition developed by the Hitachi
Metals, Ltd. (HML) Research Laboratory in Japan specifically with
better elevated temperature stability in mind. The latter is a sintered
magnet that contains cobalt to increase the Curie temperature, plus
some dysprosium (substituted for part of the neodymium) to restore
the coercivity lost because of Co substitution. These and the two
Neomax grades--eight brand-types in all, from four producers, and
with three significantly different chemical compositions--were then
characterized from the user's viewpoint. They were extensively tested
with regard to their property stability at elevated temperatures
(to 150 0C) and during long-term air/heat exposure (to >5000 hours).
These tests are described in the next subsection; the results were
also summarized in a publication, Appendix 3.
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TABLE 1

ELEVATED TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR OF SINTERED "Nd-Fe-B TYPE" MAGNETS

(Summary prepared by H.F. Mildrum)

This task focused on a comparative evaluation of the effects
of elevated temperature air exposure at 75', 1000, 1250 and 150 0 C
on the open-circuit remanent flux (OCRF) of sintered neodymium type
permanent magnets. This investigation included a comparison of:

0 the initial irreversible losses on heating
0 the initial and final demagnetization curves
o irrecoverable losses observed after long-term aging for over

5000 hours
0 the long-term stability of open-circuit remanent flux as

a function of time, temperature, level of exposure and operating
point permeance from -Bd/Nd = 3.2 to 0.5.

Test magnets representative of three different composition types

were obtained from four commercial magnet producers:

Source Nd-Fe-B Nd,Dy-Fe-B NdDy-FeCo-B

Sumitomo Special Metals, Japan Neomax-35 Neomax-30 ---

Hitachi Magnetics Ltd., Japan --- --- Hicorex-96S

Crucible Magnetics, USA Crumax-35 Crumax-30A

Crumax-30B

Hitachi Magnetics Corp., USA --- Hicorex-94A

Hicorex-94B

As indicated, the classification of these magnet types fall
into two categories, that is, the ternary Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets
exhibiting a nominal energy product of N35 MGOe and low intrinsic
coercivity, and those with dysprosium and cobalt additions typically
resulting inn. 30 MGOe with approximately double the coercivity.
A total of eight different brand types were provided by these producers
for evaluation. A comparison of the range of characteristic intrinsic
and normal demagnetization curves of each type is illustrated in
Figure 1.

All magnet samples received were axially orientated cylindrical
rods 6.35 mm in diameter, and were prepared from larger production
blocks by the producers. These pieces were then sliced with a slow-speed
diamond wheel saw to lengths corresponding to open-circuit unit permeances
required in the long-term stability evaluation. Unfortunately, at

the time this task was initiated, magnet samples were in short supply.
As a consequence, only one test sample of each type and permeance
at each exposure temperature was incorporated in the evaluation.
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All test magnets were pulse magnetized with a 100 kOe peak field
prior to measurement using a dc hysteresigraph for samples with length
to diameter ratios >0.42, and an oscillating sample magnetometer
for samples with a ratio <0.42. Initial demagnetization curves were
recorded and salient magnetic properties determined for all test
magnets for comparison at the conclusion of the evaluation. The
initial data indicated consistent salient properties within each
brand type.

Irreversible and long-term aging losses of flux were measured
with the instrumentation system and fixture shown in Figure 2. This
system consists of a close fitting pull-coil, a precision electronic
rectifier, and integrating digital voltmeter (±0.005% accuracy and
resolution to ±0.1 pV-sec.) for sensing the induced signal in the
coil that is proportional to the open-circuit remanent flux. A digital
temperature indicator (0.1 0C) is used to monitor the sample temperature
each time a measurement is made. In practice a measurement sequence
is initiated starting with fully magnetized test magnets to obtain
a reference value of open-circuit remanent flux at room temperature.
Subsequent measurements are performed at preset elapsed time intervals
of thermal exposure in air, after the magnets have cooled to room
temperature for several hours. A computer program takes each successive
data entry for a particular sample, logs the information, and proceeds
to correct the data for the instantaneous background noise or drift
(typically less than ±0.2 pV-sec.) and ambient temperature, using
the appropriate magnet alloy's reversible temperature coefficient.
The corrected data point is then normalized to unity using the value
after I hour of exposure as the reference for aging stability data.
Irreversible losses were determined as a comparison of the loss incurred
in the first hour of exposure for each magnet type and permeance.
The test magnets were not remagnetized between exposure intervals.

Typical results for best and worst case irreversible losses
as a function of permeance and temperature for the three alloy composi-
tions are given in Table 2, and further illustrated in Figures 3-5.

The results of long-term aging losses of open-circuit remanent
flux are shown as composite plots for each alloy composition in Figures
6-7. At the conclusion of the long-term stability evaluation, the
intrinsic demagnetization curves were remeasured in the "as aged"
condition first, then remagnetized and plotted again to observe any
irrecoverable losses that may have occured as a consequence of the
duration of thermal exposure levels and permeance. These observations
are shown in the composite Figures 9-11. The irrecoverable losses
of remanent induction and intrinsic coercivity observed for each
type are listed in Tables 3-5.

-7-



In summary, it may be said that the properties found in this
evaluation can be considered as typical of current commercial production
magnets made from these or similar compositions. These results indicate
that there are very restrictive operational limits imposed by a combination
of elevated temperatures > 125C and unit permeance values < 1 that
must be taken into consideration.

Irreversible loss data indicate that a severe decrease in flux
will be encountered when exposing neodymium and neodymium-dysprosium
magnets operating at low permeance to temperatures above 100*C, even
though this is well within the nominal operating range reported by
the manufacturers. However, flux losses observed on magnets containing
dysprosium and cobalt were minimal by comparison and similar to those
reported for SmCo 5 for the temperature range tested, i.e., <150 0 C.

Long-term aging losses observed also show the same relationship
as a function of these two variables with time. Further examination
of the data also indicates that magnets of the same composition having
higher intrinsic coercivity and better loop squareness suffer less
degradation than those with comparatively lower values.

The overall effects of thermal exposure on the characteristic
demagnetization curves clearly illustrate the operational limits
imposed on each material type. Magnets made from ternary alloy show
substantial losses in induction and changes in magnetization curve
shape with increasing levels of temperature. Magnets modified with
dysprosium show some improvement, but are still unfavorable for applica-
tions that require operating near the maximum energy product. The
addition of cobalt substantially improves the long-term performance.
From these results, one should not construe that magnets with cobalt
additions can be operated at substantially higher temperatures.
The thermal dependency of coercivity and, therefore, operating point
must also be taken into consideration in any given application.

There is one final observation not generally noted with RE-Co
permanent magnets operating at these temperatures: the so-called
irreversible loss of induction was not fully recoverable when the
samples were remagnetized and measured again under the same conditions.
This also applies to the intrinsic coercivity. The irrecoverable
part of the loss depends upon the combination of exposure variables:
it increases with increasing temperature and is inversely related
to the permeance.

-8-
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REFEREC TEMP. I NTU. I

L IBM 9000

COMPUTER
DISC FILE

PRINT O TH

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGNETICS LAB. DATE:

PULL COIL MEASUREMENTS - OPEN C IRCUI T REMANENT FLUX

MAGNET SOURCE: XYZ MATERIAL TYPE: ND-B-FE
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE: 25 C
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT: -0.10
AGING TEMPERATURE: RT HOURS AGE:0

SAMPLE NO. CORRECTED MEASURED ACTUAL PERCENT
VALUE TEMPERATURE VALUE LOSS
(Vs) (C) (Vs) (%)

I .60546E-02 27.4 .606913E-02 ---
5 .25645E-02 27.4 .257065E-02 ---
9 .11832E-03 27.4 .118604E-03 ---

13 .66227E-02 27.5 .663926E-02 ---

Figure 2 Ambient temperature open-circuit remanent flux
pull-coil measurement system and data log.
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TABLE 2: RANGE OF INITIAL IRREVERSIBLE LOSS (1 HOUR)
OF OPEN CIRCUIT REMANENT FLUX, AS A FUNCTION

OF PERMEANCE AND ELEVATED TEMPERATURE

Nd-Fe-B: (BH)MAX = 35 MGOe

EXPOSURE TEMPERATURE IN AIR
-Bd/Hd 750 C 1000 C 125 0 C 150 0C

3.2 0.4 - 0.5 1.0 - 2.0 3.0 - 8.0 12 - 27

1.0 1.6 - 2.1 9.0 - 18 22 - 38 41 - 57

0.5 9.5 - 14 22 - 33 37 - 60 56 - 76

Nd,Dy-Fe-B: (BH)MAX Z 30 MGOe

EXPOSURE TEMPERATURE IN AIR
-Bd/Hd 750C lO 0°C 125 0 C 150 0 C

3.2 0.1 - 0.6 0.4 - 0.7 1.0 - 2.2 1.5 - 10

1.0 0.3 - 0.7 1.0 - 5.5 2.0 - 12 11 - 25

0.5 0.7 - 1.5 2.3 - 15 9.5 - 26 28 - 43

Nd,Dy-Fe,Co-B: (BH)MAX - 30 MGOe

EXPOSURE TEMPERATURE IN AIR

-Bd/Hd 750C 1000C 125°C 1500C

3.2 0.24 0.41 0.47 0.55

1.0 0.24 0.53 0.75 1.00

0.5 0.44 0.89 1.00 3.60
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Figure 3 Best-and worst-case variation of initial irreversible
loss in open-circuit remanent flux for sintered
Nd-Fe-B magnets as a function of permeance and temperature.
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Figure 4 Best-and worst-case variation of initial irreversible
loss in open-circuit remanent flux for sintered
Nd,Dy-Fe-B magnets as a .tnction of permeance and temperature.
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Figure 5 Variation of initial irreversible loss in open-circit
remanent flux for sintered Nd,Dy-Fe,Co-B magnets as a
function of permeance and temperature.
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Figure 6 Long-term stability (>5,000 hours) of open-circuit rernanent
flux of Nd-Fe-B permanent magnet alloys as a function of

elevated temperature exposure between 750 and 1500 C, and unit
permeance 3d/0d of -3.2, - and -0.5.
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Figure 7 Long-term stability (>5,000 hours) Qf open-circuit remanent

flux of Nd,Dy-Fe-B permanent magnet alloys as a funtion of

elevated temperature exposure between 750 and 150' C, and unit
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Figure 8 Long-term stability (05,000 hours) of open-circuit remanent
flux of Nd,Dy-Fe,Co-B permanent magnet alloys as a funtion
of elevated temperature exposure between 750 and 1500 C, and
unit permeance Bd/Hd of -3.2, -1 and -0.5.
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Figure 9 Thermally induced changes in the intrinsic and normal
demagnetization curves after long-term aging (>5,000 hours)
of Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets as a function of type, temperature,
and sample LiD ratios pertaining to an open-circuit permeance
B/H - -3.2, -1.0, -0.5.
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Figure 10 Thermally induced changes in the intrinsic and normal
demagnetization curves after long-term aging (>5,000 hours)
of Nd,Dy-Fe-B sintered magnets as a function of type, temperature,
and sample L/D ratios perta2ining to an open-circuit permeance
B/H - -3.2, -1.0, -0.5.
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TABLE 3 PERCENT RECOVERABLE IRREVERSIBLE LOSS AFTER

LONG-TERM THERMAL AGING FOR 5000 HOURS AND

REMAGNETIZATION.1

Nd-Fe-B: (BH)max :35 ICOe

Manufacturer 2) Exposure Temperature [*C]

and Type -Bd/Hd Property 75 100 125 150

Br 98 98 99 90

3.2
MHc 100 100 100 100

Sumitomo Special
Metals Br 100 100 100 100

Neomax-35 1.0
.MHc 98 98 98 95

Br 100 100 100 100

0.5
MHc 95 94 100 92

Br 100 100 100 100

3.2

1ic 100 100 100 100

Crucible Magnetics Br 100 100 100 100

Crumax-35 1.0
111c 100 100 96 95

Br 100 100 100 100

0.5

Mlic 96 97 95 95

1) Percent recoverable based on initial salient magnetic property values.

2) Permeance values correspond to L/D ratios of 1.0, 0.42, and 0.20, respectively.

TABLE 4 PERCENT RECOVERABLE IRREVERSIBLE LOSS AFTER

LONG-TERM THERMAL AGING FOR 5000 HOURS AND
REMAGNETIZATION.1

Nd,Dy-Co,Fe-B: (BH)max Z30 MGOe

Manufacturer 2) Exposure Temperature [C]
and Type -Bd/Hd Property 75 100 125 150

Br 99 99 99 99

3.2

MHc 100 99 99 90

Hitachi Magnetics Br 100 100 100 99

Hicorex Nd-94S 1.0

MHc 100 100 97 96

Br 99 100 100 99

0.5

MHc 96 96 95 96

1) Percent recoverable based on initial salient magnetic property values.

2) Permeance values correspond to L/D ratios of 1.0, 0.42,and 0.20, respectively.
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TABLE 5 PERCENT RECOVERABLE IRREVERSIBLE LOSS AFTER
LONG-TERM THERMAL AGING FOR 5000 HOURS AND

REMAGNETIZATION.1

Nd,Dy-Fe-B: (BH)max Z 30 MGOe

Manufacturer 2) Exposure Temperature loC]
and Type -Bd/Hd Property 75 100 125 150

Br 100 98 98 98
3.2 MHc 100 100 100 100

Sumitomo Special Br 100 100 100 97

Metals 1.0 MHc 100 95 94 98

Neomax-30H

Br 100 100 100 100
0.5 MHc 100 92 94 95

Br 100- 99 99 99
3.2 MHc 100 98 99 97

Crucible Magnetics 1.0 Br 97 97 99 99

Crumax-30A MHc 99 80 99 64

Br 98 97 98 98
0.5 MHc 94 94 94 97

Br 100 99 99 99
3.2 MH c  100 100 100 100

Crucible Magnetics Br 98 98 99 99

Crumax-30B 1.0 MHc 98 98 97 95

Br 100 100 100 100
0.5 MHc 97 93 98 93

Br 99 99 99 99
3.2 MHc 100 100 100 100

Hitachi Magnetics Br 98 98 100 99

Hicorex Nd-94EA 1.0 MHc 100 94 97 95
(Parallel Pressed)

Br 96 98 99 97
0.5 MHc 90 95 95 91

Br  99 98 99 98
3.2 1 100 99 96 100

Hitachi Magnetics Br 99 98 97 97

Hicorex Nd-94EB 1.0 MHc 95 98 88 90

(Transverse Pressed)
Br 99 97 97 91

0.5 ,Hc  90 95 89 90

1) Percent recoverable based on initial salient magnetic property values.
2) Permeance values correspond to L/D ratios of 1.0, 0.42,and 0.20, respectively.
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4.2. Task B: Nd-Fe-B Magnet Preparation and Property Optimization

In the Spring of 1985, we began to prepare sintered magnets
from ternary Nd-Fe-B alloy in our laboratory, simultaneously with
the first characterization efforts on commercial prototype magnets,
using the same techniques and equipment that had worked for Sm-Co
1-5 and 2-17 magnets, namely; crushing in a steel mortar, grinding
in a small double-disc pulverizer and a small attritor mill; sifting,
handling and compacting the fine powders in air, then outgassing,
sintering, and heat treating in an excellent high vacuum/argon/hydrogen
tube furnace system. The vehicle was a single alloy prepared and
kindly provided to us by the nearby laboratory of Delco Products,
a GMC Division which had also begun working on rare-earth magnets.
The magnet fabrication parameters, such as particle sizes, sintering,
and heat-treating temperatures and times, were gleaned from the early
publications and a patent application by SSMC.

We succeeded quickly, after only a few attempts, in preparing
magnet samples with 29 MGOe energy product that also had otherwise
respectable magnetic properties at RT. We concluded that it was
basically easier to make sintered Nd-Fe-B than Sm-Co-based magnets.
However, we also encountered several difficulties, which indicated
that certain techniques that are quite adequate for Sm-Co are unsatis-
factory when working with Nd-Fe-based alloys: it proved difficult
to get good density in sintering, and the micron-particle powders
showed an increased propensity to spontaneously ignite or at least
heat up. This also implied that cleaner grinding and handling methods
were needed than for Sm-Co, and that fine powders that are to be
stored for some time at RT should be kept in a good vacuum or a highly
oxygen and moisture-free protective atmosphere. Indeed, early troubles
with poor reproducibility of properties achieved in sintering could
be traced to unpredictable particle surface oxidation during storage.
The iron alloys are also much tougher and harder to crush or coarse-grind
than Sm-Co.

When the existence of these new difficulties was realized, we
devoted much effort and considerable funds to improving our laboratory
facilities for magnet fabrication. In the next subchapter, 4.3.,
we discuss what was done in this regard. A delay of nearly a half
year was caused in the magnet preparation and alloy modification
tasks by the need to acquire, install, and learn how to use a number
of new laboratory tools. During this time we also concentrated on
the effort discussed about the characterizing magnets oLtained from
other laboratories.

The magnet fabrication work resumed in the Spring of 1986; with
the help of the new powder handling equipment and improved powder
metallurgical techniques the abovementioned difficulties had by then
been largely overcome. We could now reproducibly make good magnets
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from ternary Nd-Fe-B alloys, with well over 30 MGOe energy product,
a good demagnetization curve shape and improved density. Similar
results could be achieved using the Delco Products material and a
ternary alloy produced by Dr. A.E. Ray at the University of Dayton
by induction melting and chill casting. The Task-B objective of
reproducing the results reported in 1983/84 from Japan, and of developing
a good laboratory methodology for making sintered Nd-Fe-B-type magnets,
had thus been achieved, although considerably later than we had originally
hoped. Data for the magnetic properties of our ternary Nd-Fe-B magnets
are included in several places in later sections herein, reporting
the results of alloy modification work; this alloy was included as
a terminal or reference composition in several of the alloy series
investigated.

4.3 Requisite Development of Processing Methods and Laboratory
Facilities

The following equipment was acquired, modified as necessary,
and installed to improve our powder metallurgical fabrication capabil-
ities. Some improvements were needed to make our techniques adequate
for use with Nd-Fe-B type alloys. The purpose of others was to make
available alternative methods of fine powder grinding (an attritor
mill) and of compaction (an isostatic press) which have become common
production tools in the rare-earth magnet industry. Using these
in our development work will facilitate the transfer of any useful
new technology into commercial production.

Two vacuum storage chambers for powders were built to our specifi-
cations and equipped with a fast high-vacuum pumping system and provi-
sions for backfilling with protective gas. A separate new chamber
that has only a mechanical roughing pump is used for the quick drying
of powders milled in an organic fluid. A vacuum glove box, available
in the laboratory but long unused, was also refurbished and put back
into operation.

For better comminution of the alloy into the requisite fine
powders of several micron particle size (with the added capability
of working on a somewhat larger scale than in the past) we acquired
three new grinding machines designed for laboatory use:
(1) a jaw crusher for producing millimeter-size grains from alloy

ingots,
(2) a roller mill capable of reducing these grains further to particles

in the 10 to 100 pm range suitable as feed material for the
final pulverizing step,

(3) a fluid-energy (jet) mill for the production of fine powders
suitable for compaction and sintering. The mill we bought has
a 2-inch diameter grinding chamber and is the smallest such
unit built.
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The funds for items 1 and 2 had been budgeted under this contract.
The jetmill, item 3, was purchased with funds under another Army-sponsored
project--an ARO grant under which concurrent work was done on 2-17
type Sm-Co magnets that requires similar equipment and methods.
The coarse grinding devices I and 2 were modified to allow feeding,
crushing and collecting the alloy under a protective gas blanket,
usually dry nitrogen gas. For the roller mill, which imparts a lot
of energy to the powder and heats the particles so that they sometimes
ignite, a collection pan was built that can be cooled with liquid
nitrogen to prevent fires in the mill. The jet mill was installed
inside a low-pressure glove box which must be filled with nitrogen
gas to prevent aspiration of air into the grinding chamber. Dry
and oxygen-free nitrogen is also used as the working fluid. A special
manifold had to be built which permits the use of up to six pressure
cylinders and which has valves, pressure reducers and flowmeters
to permit the needed control of the flow rate and pressure of the
gas jets.

Using the jet mill properly is not a simple matter and requires
much experience. Considerable time and material were invested in
learning how to produce useful powders and good sintered magnets
from them. Since we had much more experience making magnets from
this alloy than from Nd-Fe-B, 2-17 Sm-Co alloys were used as the
learning vehicle for this. We eventually succeeded in making magnets
with higher energy and better loop shape in this way, compared with
those made from ball- or attritor-milled powders. The advantages
of the jetmill are that it yields dry powder which is not contaminated
with toluene, alcohol, or acetone, and, therefore, does not require
a separate drying step, and that the powder can have a very narrow
particle size distribution. However, that latter result--and its
good reproducibility--hinges on achieving a steady-state operation
of the mill. This requires a reasonably long operating time; our
very small mill consumes some 100 gram of powder before it yields
reliably reproducible powder properties. We, therefore, still often
resort to using the traditional ball-milling methods in preliminary
evaluation experiments, where only a small quantity of alloy powder
(typically 50 to 100 g) is available for each mill run.

Another newly acquired tool was an isostatic press. This was
also purchased with ARO grant funds and was used under both programs.
Isostatic compaction (at room temperature) of pulse-premagnetized
powders can yield better grain alignment and greater density after
sintering than diepressing does, hence more anisotropic magnets with
somewhat higher remanence and energy product. Working together with
a local industrial laboratory we successfully developed procedures
for making Nd-Fe-B magnets in sample sizes up to 1-1/4" x 1-1/4"
x 8" long and 2-1/8" diameter x 6" long. A typical mold size used
frequently in the present program was 1-1/4" square x 3/4", magnetized
in the short direction. After sintering, four hysteresigraph samples
of our standard 0.5" cube size could be cut from such a piece and
subjected to different heat treatments or other process variations.
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4.4 Task C: Sintered Magnets from Cobalt-Modified Alloys

The next step in the original proposal specified a study of
the effects of a partial replacement of Fe by Co, and the development
of a reasonably optimized recipe for making high-coercivity sintered
magnets from such a Co-modified alloy. In the meantime, work along
these lines had been done in several laboratories in the United
States, Japan, Austria, and China, with good agreement on the effects:
cobalt substitution for iron up to 100 percent was possible in the
2-14-1 phase; Co initially raises the Curie temperature at a rate
of about 1.0 to 1.20C per atomic percent (referred to total transition
metal content), with the rate decreasing steadily as the Co content
increases; the saturation magnetization was found to increase slightly
and be almost independent of the Co content up to about 25 percent,
then it begins to decrease. Sintered magnets could be prepared in
a very similar way to Co-free magnets, but their intrinsic coercive
force dropped rapidly with increasing Co content, so that more than
a 10 to 15 percent Co substitution seemed out of the question. It
was also well-known at that time that the partial replacement of
Nd by Dy in an otherwise ternary Nd-Fe-B magnet had the effect of
substantially raising the coercivity. Thus, it seemed that dysprosium
additions to Nd-Fe-Co-B might be used to partially or completely
offset the adverse effect of Co on Hc . It had, furthermore, been
reported that aluminum additions had a similar effect to dysprosium,
dramacically raising the intrinsic coercive force at room temperature.

With view toward improving the elevated temperature properties
of magnets, the introduction of cobalt in the alloy should be beneficial,
because it reduces the magnitude of the (negative) temperature coefficient
(TC) of the saturation and thus, potentially, the TC of the remanence,
OL(Br). But at, say, 12 percent Co (again of the total transition
metal content), the coercivity reduction is so severe that at 150 0C
such magnets are indeed less suited for tube applications than those
without Co. On the other hand, dysprosium substitution for Nd leaves
the Curie point unchanged, so that the coercivity increase in the
150 to 200*C temperature range is not what it might be if Tc were
higher.

In view of these reports we decided not to spend much time working
with cobalt or dysprosium additions alone. Instead, we wanted to
proceed as quickly as possible to work with multiple substituents,
starting with compositions that had Dy in addition to Co, and then
investigating the potential of Al for improving the elevated-temperature
behavior. When Al proved disappointing for this purpose, we looked
into several alternatives, namely, Nb, Ti and Zr. The influence
of erbium substituting for part of the rare earth was also investigated.

We quickly succeeded in preparing sintered magnets with several
levels of Co addition, essentially reproducing the results achieved
in other laboratories. In coordination with Hitachi/HML workers,
who also supplied some of their samples for this work, we then settled
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on a standard level of Co for the further investigations. This was
x - 0.12 in terms of the alloy formula written as Nd (Fe.92.xCoxB.08) 5.5

or about 10 percent by weight of the total alloy. Magnets of this
quaternary composition were found to have a main-phase Curie temperature
of 435*C, in fair agreement with earlier reports, and a room temperature
"saturation" of 12500 Gauss, measured at 15 kOe applied field with
a vibrating sample magnetometer.

4.5. Sintered Magnets from Dy- and Er-Substituted Alloys

The alloy was now further modified by replacing some of the
Nd by a heavy rare earth (HRE), with the intent of reducing the absolute
value of the temperature coefficients, ct(Br) and (MHc). The dif-
ferent compositions were achieved conveniently by blending several
master alloys in the form of ballmilled powders in the appropriate
ratios, then magnetizing and isostatically compacting the blends,
and sintering and heat treating the compacts. No (Nd,B)-rich "sintering
aid" was used.

We first systematically investigated the effects of Dy substitution
for up to 20 percent of the Nd. The results are reported in Appendix
D. Briefly, the intrinsic coercive force at RT is raised from 7
to about 18 kOe, a(Br) is lowered from -0.126 percent per °C for
ternary Nd-Fe-B to -0.09 by the Co addition alone, and further to
-0.068 by 20 percent Dy (all TC's are 0-150C). a (Hc ) is almost
unchanged near -0.55 percent per *C. There is the expected slight
sacrifice of Br and (BH)max.

The introduction of erbium reduces the coercivity again, as
might be expected from the fact that Er favors easy-basal-plane anisotropy
in the 2-14-1 compound, so that small amounts of Er must lower the
anisotropy field. Within the 20 percent HRE level (of the total
rare earths, TRE), we traded off Dy for Er. When the whole 20 percent
was erbium (no Dy), the coercivity was down to 5 kOe, i.e., even
a little less yet than for the Co alloy without any heavy RE. However,
a small Er content, I\ 4 percent of TRE, can be benefical: Br and
(BH)max are slightly increased, Otis reduced to -0.048 and a to -0.46
percent per 0C, while the RT coercivity remains acceptably high,
at n 12 kOe. All in all, Dy substitution alone is better for magnets
that have to operate above 100C at low permeance values; the said
small Er content is better near room temperature because of the higher
remanence and energy, and the lower temperature coefficients. Good
square second-quadrant demagnetization curve shapes were obtained
in all cases under the correct heat treatments as described in Appendix
D.

4.6 Effects of Additional Minor Alloying Elements - Al, Nb,
Zr, and Ti - on the Magnetic Properties of Sintered "Nd-Fe-B"

Next we explored the effects of small additions of aluminum
on the properties of sintered magnets which were already modified
with both Dy and Co. The hope was that one would be able to further
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increase the MHc in such a way that the hard-magnetic properties
in the 100 to 200C regime would be improved, too, especially the
flux stability on heating and the reversible temperature coefficients.
If aluminum had this desirable effect, it should then be possible
to reduce the content of the expensive dysprosium.

This study is documented in Appendix E. The results were disappointing.
Small Al additions do indeed bring a strong further increase of the
intrinsic coercive force at room temperature, from 16 kOe without
Al up to 19-24 kOe (in different samples) at 3 wt. percent Al. But
this advantage is quickly lost on heating, since the MHc drops off
much more rapidly with increasing temperature:a rises from 0.63 to
nearly 0.9 percent per 0C, and the coercivity above 140 0C is indeed
lower with Al than without. This is reflected in higher irreversible
flux losses on thermal cycling to above this temperature. Curie
point, remanence and its TC, and the energy product at RT are all
adversely affected. It was our conclusion that aluminum may be a
desirable additive for magnets to be used near the normal RT, but
that it quickly loses its benefits at higher operating temperatures,
and it seriously degrades the flux stability in the range where TWT
magnets have to function. Al-modified magnets, thus, are not useful
for such applications.

Keeping in mind the important improvements in coercity which
zirconium additions brought to the 2-17 type Sm-Co magnets, we next
explored the effects of adding minor amounts of Zr and of the similar
elements, Nb and Ti, to sintered "Nd-Fe-B" magnets. Again, we tried
to hold on to previously attained improvements of the elevated temperature
behavior by working with Co and Dy-containing alloys, modifying them
further with these transition elements. The generic formula of the
alloys prepared under this subtask is (Nd.88Dy.12) (Fe.80.xCo.12B.08Mx)5.5,
where M - Zr, Nb or Ti, and x < 0.072, corresponding to <6 atomic
percent of M in the alloy. Procedures and results are documented
in Appendix F.

It was indeed found that small additions of either of the three
M-elements increase the coercive force, but that the benefit was
significant only for niobium (Nb), where the optimal amount of three
at percent raises MHc from 11.5 to 17 kOe. Additions in excess of
3 percent Nb, or of 1 at percent of Zr or Ti, cause the coercivity
to drop precipitously. It could be shown that this is due to a destabi-
lization of the 2-14-i phase with the accompanying formation of a
magnetically soft 2-17 phase. In contrast to the effect found with
aluminum, the increase of MHc caused by Nb is maintained at higher
temperatures ( C and between 0 and 150°C are almost unaffected),
the Curie point remains nearly constant, and there is only a very
minor reduction of saturation and Br at 3 percent Nb. We were able
to prepare magnets with excellent loop squareness. In summary, a
3 at percent addition of Nb (x = 0.036) improves the utility of such
magnets for TWT and similar applications at about 150 0C.
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Pursuing the questions of phase stability somewhat further,
it was found that a slight increase in the neodymium (and total RE)
content prevented the formation of the 2-17 phase and allowed the
increase in the addition of niobium to at least 4 atomic percent
without an adverse effect on coercivity and demagnetization curve

shape. However, there is no practical advantage in doing this, as
it slightly reduces remanence and energy product while increasing
the alloy cost. This is discussed in some detail in the attached
publication, Appendix G, which also summarizes the principal results

of all the earlier substitution studies, with Co, Dy, Er, Al, and
the Nb.

4.7 Scientific Contributions to the Understanding of the Physical
Origins of High Coercivity

Controlling the intrinsic coercive and its temperature dependence
is a central problem in improving permanent magnets in general, and
particularly of the rare earth-iron-based magnets that concerned
us in this present development effort. Coercivity is closely tied
to the metallurgical microstructure of the magnets, and it is sensitively
dependent on its very fine-scale features that are often beyond the
resolution of even the best electron microscopes and microanalyzers
now available. While the objective of this contract effort was defined
in fairly applied terms--to improve the utility of Nd-Fe-B for elevated
temperature applications--we conducted a number of experiments that
were aimed primarily at a better understanding of the physical mechanisms
that cause, or sometimes prevent, usefully high coercive forces.
Some of the work described here and in the Appendices A and B is
in this category.

Another set of basic-science experiments is described in Appendix H.
While there is considerable disagreement among physicists--especially
theoreticians--about the nature of the events controlling magnetization
reversal, and thus the coercivity in rare earth magnets, we have
long believed that the pinning of domain walls by (at or within)
secondary magnetic phases in the grain boundary regions is the most
important mechanism controlling coercivity in the SmCo 5-type sintered
magnets, as well as those of the Nd-Fe-B family. A group at the
Japanese Hitachi Metals Research Laboratory (Tokunaga, Harada, et
al.) had recently done careful measurements of MHc near the Curie
point of the 2-14-1 phase in (Nd,Dy)(Fe,Co,B) sintered magnets, also
interpreting their results in terms of a thin, and probably metastable,
boundary layer of a terromagnetic phase the exact composition and

structural nature of which are still in question. We obtained their
samples, which were of two different compositions and had been given
several different heat treatments.

We devised an experiment that we believe is capable of probing
for local magnetic properties, such as secondary-phase Curie points
and the temperature dependence of the initial permeability, which
reflects that of magnetization and anisotropy. This is done by means
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of a low-field thermomagnetic analysis in the fully magnetized versus
the thermally demagnetized states. The results are shown and discussed
in Appendix H. In our interpretation, they offer further confirmation
that a thin, coherent ferromagnetic layer covering the main-phase
grains in Nd-Fe-B-type sintered magnets is responsible for their
high coercive force. This appears to have its Curie point 50-80°C
below that of the main phase, at the point where MHc reaches near-zero
values on heating. The chemical and crystallographic nature of this
phase is still an open question. The practical significance of such
information is that one can attempt to change the coercive force
and its temperature variation by selectively tampering with the magnetic
grain boundary phase, e.g., by heat treatments or by alloying additions
that will selectively go into this phase.

4.8 Samples Supplied to the Sponsoring Laboratory

The contract specified that samples of alloys which had technological
or scientific interest should be provided to the U.S. Army Electronics
Technology and Devices Laboratory for further evaluations. In September
1986 we sent two samples of an experimental Nd,Dy-Fe-B sintered magnet
material obtained from Hitachi Metals, Ltd, Japan (through the courtesy
of Mr. M. Tokunaga); these had been ground by us into spheres of

1/8" diameter for use in magnetometer measurements.

In July 1988 another 14 samples (2 each of 7 compositions) were
sent to the ETD Laboratory. These were cut into cubes of 2.5 mm
edge lengths, with one edge parallel to the easy axis of magnetizmtion.
They were sintered magnets prepared in our laboratory in the course
of the contract work, heat treated to near-optimum condition. The
seven compositions were as follows:

Nd(Fe. 8 0 Co. 1 2 B.0 8 )5.5

(Nd.8oDy. 20 ) (Fe'80Co.12 B.08)5.5

(Nd.88 Dy. 1 2 ) (Fe. 8 0Co.12 B.08)5.5

(Nd. 7 5 Dy. 2 0 Er.05) (Fe.8 0 Co.1 2B. 0 8 )5.5

(Nd.8 8 Dy.12) (Fe. 7 88Co.12B.08Zr.012)5.5

(Nd.8 8 Dy.1 2 ) (Fe. 7 64 Co.12 B.08Nb.036)5.5

(Nd. 88 Dy.1 2 ) (Fe.7 6 4 Co.1 2B.08AI.036)5.5
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The original ternary Nd-Fe-B composition has very poor elevated
temperature properties and is not suitable for use under the operating
conditions of most military microwave devices. It also has some
problems in the cryogenic regime, below about -120°C. It must thus
be considered essentially a room-temperature magnet for uncritical

applications in consumer electronics. Partial replacement of Fe
by Co raises the Curie temperature and reduces the temperature coefficients

of saturation and coercivity. However, this also lowers the intrinsic
coercive force at room temperature, cutting it in half at the otherwise
useful Co content of ' 10 at percent. Thus, Co-containing magnets
are still not useful in the 1000 to 200 0 C range.

Dysprosium substituted for part of the neodymium has the opposite
and desirable effect of substantially raising MHc, and (Nd,Dy)FeB

magnets have become commercial products because of this. These two
effects can be superimposed, and magnets containing some Co plus
Dy are indeed magnetically more stable in the range of 80-1500 C than

either Nd-Fe-B or its single-element modifications. Such magnets
are now also beginning to be available commercially.

Aluminum additions can also strongly increase the coercivity

at room temperature, but aluminum raises the magnitude of the temperature
coefficient 6. Our work with (Nd-Dy)-(Fe-Co,B) alloys modified
with Al shows that above about 130-1400 C their coercive force is

indeed lower than that of aluminum-free magnets. Since Al also reduces
Tc, Ms, and (BH)max, it is not a beneficial additive for our purpose.

(But again, for moderate temperature uses in consumer products it
may prove quite practical to add Al instead of the costly and rare
Dy.)

By way of further modifications of the five-component alloys
containing Co and Dy, we explored the effects of Nb, Ti, and Zr additions.
Nb up to--w3 at percent is clearly benefical by increasing MHc at
room and elevated temperatures while leaving Curie point and saturation
unaffected. For instance, a magnet of composition (Nd.88Dy.l2)
(Fe. 76 4 Co. 12B.08Nb. 0 3 6 )5 .5 has rather useful demagnetization
curve properties and fair flux stability at B/H a -1, at least up
to 150 0 C. It is better at 150*C than the equivalent Nb-free magnet,
although not as good as a magnet tried that had nearly twice as much
Dy and half the Co. A number of different tradeoffs of properties,
cost, and materials availability appear possible.

With regard to understanding the physical origins of the high

coercive force and its relationship to the metallurgical microstructure,
some new insights were gained from magnetic domain studies, investigations
of the temperature function of the intrinsic coercive force, and
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low-field ac permeability measurements. It seems that at least one
metastable ferromagnetic grain-boundary phase exists in the sintered
magnets which can strongly pin domain walls locally after high-field
magnetization, but which loses its pinning effectiveness as its Curie
temperature is approached. This suggests that the most promising
approach to improving the terribly strong temperature variation of
MHc is to try to tamper with the properties of this phase by proper
alloying additions and heat treatments.

Attempts to improve the reversible temperature coefficient by
alloying-in heavy rare-earth elements, namely, Dy and Er, alone or
combined, were not particularly successful. Dysprosium affects mostly
the coercivity and reduces a only in a minor way. Erbium favors
easy-axis anisotropy, so it reduces M~c, and only small amounts can
be tolerated in the magnet. A little Er reduces ot, but full temperature
compensation, as it was achieved in (Sm,Er)(Co,Fe,Cu,Zr)7 .2 magnets,
is impossible here. And the irreversible flux losses on heating
abovef%.olO 0C are indeed increased by the presence of Er in the alloy.
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High and Low Temperature Properties

of Sintered Nd-Fe-B Magnets

K. J. Strnat, D. Li, and 4. Mildrum

University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Permanent magnet properties of sintered Nd-Fe-B were measured
over the approximate temperature range from -2000 to +2000 C. The
intent was twofold: to provide design data for engineers, and to
assess the effects of the reported low-temperature spin reorientation
in Nd 2Fel 4 B on the properties of sintered magnets. Commercial Neomax 35
and a low-coercivity sintered body were the vehicles for this study.
Easy and hard-axis magnetization curves are reported for the temperature
range. The temperature dependence of the anisotropy is extracted
from these, and this as well as demagnetization curve anomalies at
low temperatures are interpreted. The temperature dependence of
salient magnet properties is presented. Reversible and irrevers-
ible flux losses on heating are reported.

INTRODUCTION

Since they were first announced in 1983 [1,2], permanent magnets
based on boron-modified rare earth-iron alloys have received a great
deal of attention by design engineers as well as by materials scientists
and physicists. It is expected that the new R-Fe-B compositions
will considerably broaden the application range of rare-earth magnets
in general, replacing Sm-Co in some of its present applications,
but also finding uses in products where Sm-Co is either too expensive
or too supply-limited. While it remains to be seen if the expectations
for a much lower price can be realized, it is certainly true that
the raw material availability is much greater if iron is used instead
of cobalt, and neodymium instead of the samarium. (Later perhaps
also Pr, Ce and/or La.)

The first commercial prototype magnets, now in limited production,
are based on the ternary intermetallic compound Nd 2Fel 4 B, with a
slight excess of Nd and B over this stoichiometric ratio. They are
prepared by powder metallurgy, including sintering. The best labora-
tory samples have record energy products in the range of 40 to 45
MGOe (3,41. Commercial products with energies between 25 and 35 MGOe
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Book: University of Dayton, Magnetics, KL-365, Dayton, Ohio 45469, USA).
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are becoming available from several sources. In the present investi-
gation we used one of these, Neomax 35, as a typical example. It
has a moderately high intrinsic coercive force of 12 to 15 kOe.
For reasons explained below we also needed a magnet with much lower
coercivity, which we prepared ourselves.

With regard to applications requiring elevated operating or
bake-out temperatures, Nd-Fe-B magnets have much less desirable properties
than Sm-Co-based magnets. The temperature coefficient of Br at 200C
is 2.5 to 3 times greater than for SmCo5 or 2-17 magnets, respectively.
MHc declines at a rate of 0.86 % per *C, i.e., nine times faster
than Br, or at 2.6 to 3.1 times the MHc rate of typical 1-5 or 2-17
Sm-Co-based magnets. Ways of improving this behavior have been described.
They involve the re-introduction of cobalt to raise the Curie tempera-
ture, or additions of the heavy rare-earth metal, dysprosium, to
increase the coercivity. Since both measures increase the cost and
limit the materials supply again, the large-scale user will try to
work with the unmodified Nd-Fe-B where possible. To make such economic
decisions intelligently, a designer must know the temperature variation
of all magnetic design parameters in detail. One purpose of our
study of Neomax 35 was to provide this information for the Co- and
Dy-free magnets now available.

Increasingly, magnets are also used in devices that have to
function at cryogenic temperatures. Recent measurements on single
crystals of the 2-14-1 compound of Nd-Fe-B (51 and on polycrystalline
cast or sintered magnet alloys [6,7,8] revealed a change in the anisotropy
on cooling, beginning between 150 and 200 K. This has been interpreted
as a spin reorientation in which the easy direction tilts away from
the c-axis. It is certainly important to some magnet users to know
which effects - reversible and irreversible upon reheating - this
may have on the flux the magnet provides in the circuit. We can
now report the first results of a low-temperature magnet property
study, presented in the form of demagnetization curves measured down
to liquid nitrogen temperature.

SAMPLES

Most measurements reported in this paper were made on four samples
cut from larger sintered magnets. Their salient permanent-magnet
properties at room temperature (RT) are given in Table I. Samples
A, B and D were Neomax 35, kindly provided by Dr. Sagawa of the Sumitomo
Special Metals Comp. Sample A was a cube of -8 mm edge length,
used for hysteresigraph measurements; B was a small cylinder (2.35
Diameter x -2 mm long) with the easy axis along a diameter. Sample
C was a -3 nun cube of a low-coercivity magnet sintered by us. B
and C were magnetometer samples. Sample D, for pull-coil measurements
of losses, was an axially magnetized cylinder of 6.2 mm dia. x 6.5
length.
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Table I: Salient PM Properties at 20°C of Samples Used in

this Study.

Sample Open B BHC (BH)max Hk  MHc

circuit (kG) (kOe) (MGOe) (kOe) (kOe)
B/H

A -2 12.2 11.1 34.8 12.3 15.1

B -1.96 12.3 10.6 32.0 7.8 12.2

C -2 12.6 3.3 15.8 1.6 3.8

D -0.6 12.6 11.7 36.9 13.1 13.5

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Closed-circuit measurements with a DC hysteresigraph on Sample A
yielded the demagnetization curves from -400 to +200 0 C and the first-
quadrant hard-axis (HA) magnetization curves at +200 and +200 0 C.
The demagnetization curves with field in the grain alignment direction,
("easy axis", EA), and the HA first-quadrant curves, shown for several
temperatures from +250 down to -194 0 C, were measured on Sample B
with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) in open circuit. They
were corrected by shearing. The DC field in the VSM was limited
to 15 kOe. The sample was pulse charged with 100 kOe along the EA
at room-temperature before plotting each curve. The temperature
was allowed to stabilize for 2 minutes. The VSM field-sweep time
was 2.5 minutes for each curve. The hard-axis curves are remagnetization
curves after DC demagnetization of the sample along the EA.

The thermomagnetic analysis (TMA) curves were measured on powder
of 105 - 177 Um particle size with a 5 kHz field of about I Oe
amplitude. The average temperature sweep rate was 1.30/min.

The plot of reversible and irreversible losses during thermal cycling
to elevated temperatures up to 275*C is for Sample D. The open-circuit
remanent flux, at B/H-0.6, was measured with a tightly fitting pull
coil and an integrating digital voltmeter.

RESULTS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

Figure I shows a set of easy-axis demagnetization curves for
Neomax 35, measured in closed circuit. Figure 2 is a plot of the
temperature variation of the salient properties, Br, MHc, BHc and
(BH)max, extracted or calculated from the above. This information
was previously published [9] and is included here for the sake of
completeness. The temperature range overlaps with that of our low-temperature
VSM measurements. Note that the intrinsic coercive force drops much
more rapidly on heating than Br does, aiming at near-zero values
at 250*C, well below the 312 0 C Curie point of the 2-14-1 phase.
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We performed an AC thermomagnetic analysis (MA) on Neomax 35 (Figure
3). Taking the point of inflection above the narrow upper maximum
as the Curie temperature of the main phase, we found Tc=316*C on
heating, 3120 C on cooling, in good agreement with the values reported
by others. (A small thermal hysteresis is unavoidable with this
method. There is no other sharp peak in the temperature range covered,
20 to 380*C, to indicate the Curie point of any other well-defined
ferromagnetic compound. However, there is a broad maximum some 70
to 800 below the Tc of Nd 2FeI 4 B. This may indicate the existence
of a secondary magnetic phase (in the grain boundaries?) with gradual
local property fluctuations over short distances of the order of
the lattice dimensions. These could be due to a degree of atomic
disorder (and thus compositional and lattice parameter variations),
e.g., stacking faults, or coherency strains at an epitaxial interface
with the 2-14-1 main phase grains. If such a non-equilibrium phase

had a magnetic ordering temperature near 250'C, its "Curie point"

should be ill defined, and the "local Tc" would cover a range of
temperatures, causing the kind of broad permeability maximum observed.

Note that this p-maximum occurs in the same region in which

the coercivity drops to near zero. It is tempting to speculate -

as we previously did for "SmCo 5 " sintered magnets [10] - that such
a phase exists and is important in controlling the magnet's coercivity
by pinning domain walls in the grain boundary areas. In any case,

such a peak does not normally occur in a single-phase ferromagnet.
(See e.g. the TMA curve for pure nickel superimposed in Fig. 3.)
But we did find one for Sm-Co alloys in the range between Sm2Co 7

and SmCo5 , where the compositions of "SmCo 5 " magnets lie.

A maximum of p vs. T is associated with low crystal anisotropy

(this is indeed the reason for the peak below Tc!). One could thus
look for an anisotropy minimum in the 2-14-1 phase. However, there

is no other evidence of any anisotropy anomaly near 200 0 C - neither
in our work nor in published results of other authors who have investi-

gated this temperature range [5,6).

We also measured the changes of the open-circuit remanent flux

(OCRF) ditring temperature cycling between RT and various levels up
to T-275 0 C. The results are shown in Figure 4. This was done at
a low operating permeance, B/H=-0.6 G/Oe, with a TWT tube application
in mind. The so-called "losses" are percentage changes from the

initial RT value: the term "total loss" refers to the flux reduction
during heating to T; the portion of the flux that returns on cooling

to RT is the "reversible loss"; the difference which is not recovered

simply by cooling is called the "irreversible loss" It can be seen
from the figure that the irreversible loss becomes noticeable above

500; at 150C the flux loss is more than half; and above 2650 the
sample becomes completely and permanently demagnetized in its own
self-demagnetizing field, because the coercive force disappears.
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The shape of the reversible loss curve, with losses peaking
near 1250, is initially puzzling. It can be understood as follows:
Well below Tc the reversible loss increases on heating, reflecting
the temperature variation of the spontaneous magnetization, the Brillouin
function (as indeed the moment of each domain must, all the way up
to Tc). But as an increasing volume fraction of domains reverses
by thermal activation on further heating, this drop of the domain
magnetization partially cancels out when averaged over a large number
of domains. Finally, at 2650, no bulk magnetization is left. The

partial remagnetization on cooling which the term "reversible loss"
implies could then occur only if domain walls shifted to favor one
set of domains. Obviously, this is not the case. Direct observations
of domain patterns during thermal cycling support this explanation

[11,12].

Further measurements we made at elevated temperatures include
the hard-axis magnetization curves at 200 and 200 0 C shown in Figure 5.
They will be discussed in conjunction with similar measurements made
below room temperature.

MEASUREMENTS MOSTLY BELOW ROOM TEMPERATURE

We wanted to study the temperature dependence of the crystal anisotropy

of Nd 2 Fe1 4 B, especially in the range below about 200 K where the
existence of a spin reorientation has been reported. Since we had

no single crystals available, we worked with field-pressed and sintered
bodies.

Sets of magnetization curves measured on single crystals, with the
magnetizing field applied parallel and normal to the c-axis, are
the best vehicles for determining the anisotropy constants of highly
anisotropic materials such as Nd-Fe-B. Sintered magnets with a strong
grain texture closely approximate single crystal behavior with regard

to the uniaxial component of the anisotropy. But any possible aniso-
tropy in the basal plane cannot be observed at all, and the high
coercivity of a good magnet interferes with the accurate determination
even of the uniaxial constants, K1 and K 2. With the magnetizing
field applied at right angle to the grain-alignment direction (the
"c-axis"), the observed magnetization change should be due mostly
to a rotation of the domain magnetization against anisotropy forces.
Any misaligned grains, however, can also contribute magnetization
by wall motion, which manifests itself as an additional curvature
of the "hard-axis" curve that might be misinterpreted as being due
to K2 .

We measured such M vs. H curves with H perpendicular to the
c-axis at a number of temperatures between +200 and -194 0 C. They
are reproduced in the Figures 5 and 6. In each case, the sample
was first fully saturated in a field along the c-axis, a demagnetization
curve was plotted (not shown), and the sample demagnetized in a negative
field. Then it was rotated through 900 and the hard-axis curve measured
with the VSM. (All curves were sheared.) From the fact that near
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RT the "curves" are practically straight lines through the origin,
we conclude that grain alignment is excellent and the wall-motion
error negligible. It follows, then, that the curvature observed
at higher as well as lower temperatures should indeed be due to K 2
or higher-order anisotropy parameters. The c-axis magnetization/demag.

curves were only used to determine the spontaneous magnetization,

Ms(T), so that anisotropy field values could be obtained by extrapolating
tangents to an intercept with the Ms-horizontal.

In all these curve manipulations we must keep in mind that the
available maximum field of 15 kOe is generally only a small fraction
of the field strength needed to saturate (except at 2000 C, where
15 kOe achieves Ms/2). This means that our extrapolations are dangerously

long, and that we do not see the high-field portions where the curva-
ture due to K 2 manifests itself strongly. We can, therefore, only
obtain estimates for K1 and no useful K 2 -values at all from these
curves. In the temperature range where the HA-lines are straight,
we get the following, reasonably reliable, values for KliMsHa/2:

T 4TM. Ha K I

(0C) (kG) (koe) (107 erg/cm3 )

-28 13.45 65.0 3.5
+24 12.73 59.2 3.0
+60 11.83 54.5 2.6

In order to have some numbers for a description of the temperature
variation of the HA magnetization curve shape, we define two other
"anisotropy constants," K' and K", In the following manner: For
K' we draw a tangent to the steepest section of the curve, shift
it parallel into the origin, and extrapolate it to saturation at
an "anisotropy field", Ha'. For K" we do the same thing with the
tangent at the high-field end of the HA magnetization curve, near
15 kOe. In each case, K=MsHa/2. Figure 7 is a temperature plot
of these two K parameters. In the range where K' and K" are nearly
the same, either can be interpreted as approximating K1 ; but at the
lower temperatures, especially, their physical meaning is quite unclear.
It is interesting, though, that both K's have a maximum value at
about -70 to -80* where the spin reorientation is said to begin on
cooling. The steep portion of the M vs H curve at the lowest temperatures
can be interpreted as the motion of walls between tilted domains,
with easy directions tilted away from the c-axis direction. This
would be followed by domain rotation against very high anisotropy
forces as the field exceeds about 5 kOe. However, other interpretations
are possible. It is conceivable that the spin reorientation takes
place only in a portion of the magnet volume (K' would represent
its uniaxial anisotropy constant) while another, as yet unidentified,
fairly major phase would continue to become "harder" on cooling.

(See trend of KV .)
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We also measured demagnetization curves along the alignment axis
at the low temperatures. These are shown in Figure 8. This Neomax-35
sample B exhibited a low-field step in the demagnetization curve,
and thus a fairly low Hk-value, even at RT. On cooling, Hk first
rises, but then the step becomes much more pronounced near liquid
nitrogen temperature. The coercive force remains very large (<16
kOe) - too high to measure with our VSM - throughout this temperature
range. Hk vs. T is plotted in Figure 9. The Hk has a maximum near
-750C (- 200 K) and sharply decreases on further cooling.

In order to follow the temperature dependence of the intrinsic coercive
force through the entire temperature range, we needed a sample with
a sufficiently low coercivity at room temperature so that Hc would
not exceed 16 kOe even at LN2 temperature. This was found in an
experimental composition having higher iron content.

For this poorer sintered magnet, Sample C, we were able to follow
the trend of both, Hk and MHc, all the way down to -194*C. These
results are also shown in Fig. 9. Again, Hk has a pronounced maximum
near -75*C and drops on further cooling. The intrinsic coercive
force levels off for a 500 interval just below this temperature and
then resumes its steep increase with decreasing temperature. It
is likely, but not certain, that the MHc vs. T curve of higher-coercivity
magnets will show the same features.

CONCLUSIONS

While Nd-Fe-B magnets have much higher values of remanence and
energy product at room temperature than Sm-Co magnets, these advantages
are lost on heating to only moderately high temperatures in the 1000
to 150*C range, because of the much higher temperature coefficients.
(See [91.) Also, due to the rapid drop of the intrinsic coercive
force, the irreversible flux losses become very severe there, especially
at low operating permeance. However, after thermal demagnetization
by brief heating above the Curie point the losses are almost fully
recoverable by remagnetizing. This means that full charging of the
magnets by heating them to about 275 0 C, applying a low field and
cooling in it is quite feasible.

On cooling below room temperature, the magnets first get better
in the sense that MHc increases rapidly, Br and (BH)max more moderately.
However, near -750C MHc levels off, and below about -100 0C a low-field
"step" develops in the second-quadrant demagnetization curve which
gets quickly worse on cooling. This is the consequence of an anomaly
in the crystal anisotropy of Nd2Fel 4B in this temperature range.
Designers of devices that have to operate in the cryogenic regime
must therefore be cautioned to await further characterization of
the low-temperature behavior of the Nd-Fe-based magnets. It is likely
that these effects are reversible on heating, so that temporary excursions
to low temperatures may not adversely affect the subsequent functioning
of the magnets at room temperature. However, experimental proof
of this thesis is still lacking.
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V'. (For definition see text.) Derived from data in Figures
5 and 6.)
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DOMAIN BEHAVIOR IN SINTERED Nd-Fe-B MAGNETS DURING
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Domain behavior in sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets during field-induced and
thermal magnetization change

D. L ) and K. J. StrnatP)
University of Dayton. School of Engineering, Dayton. Ohio 43469

On sintered Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets, magnetic domain pattern changes in applied fields and
at elevated temperatures were observed by the Kerr effect. Patterns on pole and side faces were
recorded for different magnetization states in fields up to 17 kOe at 20 °C, and remanent patterns
at temperatures up to Tc. They are qualitatively interpreted. On pole faces, most grains are
multidomain even at remanence. But the surface domains seen are not characteristic of the
magnet interior. Side faces show mostly single-domain grains at remanence. These images appear
to reflect bulk behavior. Walls are strongly pinned at grain boundaries but move easily in the main
magnetic phase, a behavior analogous to that of sintered SmCos.

I. INTRODUCTION - 350 C in a vacuum hot stage jin 1.4 X 10- Torr) for open-

M. Sagawa et al.' first prepared sintered Nd-Fe-B per- circuit observations without an applied field. It was magne-

manent magnets having record high room-temperature en- tized in a 100 kOe pulsed field before heating. The average

ergy products. The new magnets are said to comprise a main heating rate from room temperature to Tc was - 6 C per

phase of tetragonal crystal structure, Nd 2FeiB, and two mi- min. Demagnetization curves were measured with an inte-

nor phases, namely, tetragonal Nd 2FeTB, and a fcc Nd-rich grating dc hysteresigraph.

phase of 95 at. % Nd, both located along grain boundaries or III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
at corners.2 Hard magnetic properties, such as the coerci-
vity, are structure sensitive and thus strongly dependent on A. Magnetization curve measurements

heat treatment and on the nature and distribution of secon- Figure I shows, for the two magnet types studied, in-
dary phases. Theobjectiveof this work, like that ofour other trinsic demagnetization curves at 20 *C. several recoil lines,
recent studies on Sm-Co magnets," 4 is to provide more ex- first-quadrant remagnetization curves after a recoil through
perimental data for a comprehensive interpretation of the the origin, and virgin curves from the thermally demagnet-
magnetization change mechanisms in sintered rare-earth ized state. Dots indicate the magnetization states for which
magnets. domain photos are presented. (Figure numbers indicated.)

Note that the recoil lines for a low-coercivity grade 35 are
strongly curved, yet almost reversibly traced, with no signifi-

We used two sintered magnets received from the Sumi- cant loop area. The recoil/remagnetization line through the
tomo Special Metals Co. One magnet was a cube ( - 8 mm) of origin shows an unusual two-step shape, suggesting that two
NEOMAX-30H 5 with these properties at 20 C: B, = 11.26 clearly differentiated mechanisms of domain-wall motion
kG, H, = 21.6 kOe, and (BH)mx = 30 MGOe. The sec-
ond was an axially aligned cylinder (6.2 mm diam X 6.5 mm 4C _ 3A 4A
long) of NEOMAX-35 with B, = 12.63 kG, ,H, = 13.4 3 4c
kOe, and (RH),. = 36.9 MGOe. For the domain observa-~-
tions, the cylinder was sectioned into two samples by spark . .VIRGIN
cutting. /

Magnetic domains were observed by the magneto-optic
Kerr technique. During the microscopic examination, a
variable magnetic dc field could be applied at room tempera- CURVES,'
ture, or the temperature could be raised in the absence of a 4

field. We also compared the 20 "C Kerr images on side faces - ------
(containing the easy axis) with Bitter patterns and confirmed
that they showed essentially the same domain structures........
The samples were in a nearly closed magnetic circuit during 52 -i ..- 'o.,.---s - - 5 10 15 , 20

the observations in fields. Maximum available fields in the /M-tk09

fixtures were - 10 kOe for observations on "pole faces" (cut -2 - - - NEOMAX -304
0 MAG STATES OF

normal to the easy magnetization axis) and - 17 kOe for _4 DOMAIN PHOTOS
side-face images.' The cylindrical sample could be raised to

Viqitingscientist, on leave from the Central Iron and Steel Res. Inst.. tici- FIG. 1 Magnetization and denagnetization curves% for magnets studied.
ins , China. Circles indicate states for which domain patterns are shown, with reference

'Work supported by the U, S. Army Research Office, Durham, NC. to the figure number.

4143 J. Appi. Phys. 57 (1). 15 April 1985 0021-8979/85/014143-03$02 40 t 1985 American Institute of Physics 4143
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FIG. 2. Domain patterns on pole race in open circuit 119/11l fo (r NEC)-
MAX-30H. (A) Saturated with 100 kOe pulse. (BI Nearly demagnetized
with H 11-,. Arrows show fully reversed grain%. rl(;. 4. Field-induced domain changes on side surface. NEONIAX-35. Ar-

rosss indicate pattern changes. (A) In it 10.4 kWe after f 100. kOe pulse.
are active, apparently involving different volume regions of 11111 = 0. R, slate. (C) H1 2.5 k~e. (D3)1 If I I ' kWe. ,, state.
comparable size.

B. Domain patterns In variable fields at room rating the cylindrical sample with a + 100 kOe pulse and
temperature transferring it open-circuit to anl iron-pole-piece fixture. The

Figure 2 shows patterns for NEOMAX 30-H on a pole bulk of the sample is then subjected to dc fields progressinig

face. In the open-circuit remanent state (2A), about 85 % of from + 10 kOe [Fig. 3)A)J to zero (B, point) [Fig. 3(B)], to
the field-of-view is already multidomain grains cotntaining a - 10 kOe [Fig. 3(CQ] anid back to zero. These fields, all
much larger proportion of revers(d (dark) area than would 11< ,H. change the magnetization very little away from
correspond to the -3% magnetization drop from satura- positive saturation (cf. Fig. 1). It seems therefore surprising
tion. We are clearly observing surface spikes and lamellar that in Fig. 3(A) most grains already show multidomain pat-

domains which form to reduce the magnetostatic energy and terns. This is again a surface effect which makes such pole-
are not characteristic of the sample interior. After near-de- face images of questionable value for judging interior do-
magnetization by a field equal to MH,, Fig. 2(B) shows al- main processes. (Also note that the fixture pole piece has an

most all multidomain grains. Patterns within individual opening for the objective lens, so thiat, in the field-of-view,
grains look rather different in detail from Fig. 2(A). How- value and direction ofthe applied field are uncertain.) Remo-
ever, a few of the smaller grains are still fully magnetized in val of the field [Fig. 3(13)] brings only reversible width in-

the original direction, while others have beeni fully reversed creases of the white "squiggle" domains. But a further slow
without going through a stable multidomain state. (See ar- change of H from about - 1.5 to - 10 kOe [Fig. 3(C)]
rows pointing to grains turned uniformly darker relative to causes additional grains to burst suddenly into multiple do-
their surroundings.) mains (see arrows). This observation was also made on

All subsequent photographs were taken on the SmCo, magnets' and indicates that wall pining is much
lower-H, NEOMAX 35. The limited field strength of the weaker in the main-phase grains than along the grain boun-
electromagnet on our microscope was too low to produce daries.
significant pattern changes on the 30-H material, while it A different behavior is seen onl the side surfaces which
could fully reverse and essentially saturate the grade 35 sam- contain the (average) easy axis. In the highest available field
ples. The sequence of pictures in Fig. 3 was taken after satu- of + 17 k~e. i.e.. Hz 1.3, 51H,, no reverse domains are seen.

This clearly saturated state persists down to about + 10 kOe
[Fig. 4(A)]. When HI is further reduced, spike-shaped do-
mains appear in some (primarily the larger) grainls, originat-
ing mostly on visible grain-boundary lines that are nearly
Perpendicular to Ihe easy c axis ( =spike axis). The small
reversed (darker) area seemis consistent with thie small mea-
sured drop in average magnetization at the rempanence point
[Fig. 4(B)] and at H = - 2.5 kO [Fig. 41C)n. In this field
range. most of the magnetiation change is by gradual and
reversible expansion of these spikes; but some new sets of
spikes may "nucleate- at another boundary of the same
grain at a higher revercd field, suddenly popping into a fin-

C ~ite equtilibrium si7e. IIn some places dwil ws oif spikes start

FIG. 3. Fisldhinduceddomain changeonpleface, NEOM AX rr"o siniultancousy. at the sabe field strength. into two clearly
show reversed grains: (A) In + 10 kO m after 100 kO n puse. 0/i i 0. P. separated grains from an intervening second-phase strip of
state. ) - 10 kOe. several microns width. Spikes that had first appeared by the

4144 J. App . Phys., Vol. 57, No 1, 15 April 1985 D Ltnand K J Sarnar 4144
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cause in the side-face images the large crystallographic con-
trast between grains masks the small shade differences due to
the Kerr cffect. these reversals are best seen in dynamic ob-
servations. In still pictures they must be identified by the
changed contrast of a reversed grain relative to its surround-
ings. In Fig. 31DJ the arrows indicate soime such reversals
that occurred between - 2.5 and - 13.4 kOe; but note that
a few grains had "flipped" even bween 0 and - 2.5 kOe
[arrowss in Fig. 3(C)).

I C. Domain changes during thermal demagnetization of
tat , NEOMAX 35

2To provide a bulk-property reference. the open-circuit
flux was measured at 25 *C after thermal cycling to progres-
sively elevated temperatures (up to 275 "C). The irreversible
loss reached 100% at 265 "C, indicating that positive and
negative domains had achieved an equilibrium throughout
the magnet. Independent measurements of hysteresis loops7

had also indicated that the coercivity drops to zero at this
temperature. about 50 "C below Tc. Corresponding reman-
ent domain-pattern changes on a pole face at elevated tem-
perature are shown in Fig. 5. Again, most grains are multi-
domain even at room temperature. When T is raised,
previously saturated grains burst suddenly into "flower pat-
terns." This process is essentially complete at or below

FIG. 5. Pole-face domain patterns at elevated temperatures. Open-circuit 215 *C. Reversed domain "nucleation" is certainly facilitat-
remanent state after 100 kOe pulse. NEOMAX-35, B/il0z.6. Arrows in- ed by the increase in thermal energy: but the principal cause
dicate pattern changes. of the thermally activated multidomain formation is prob-

ably a rapid weakening of the grain-boundary pin strength
"popping" can be gradually suppressed and made to disap- with increasing temperature. On further heating, the up/
pear completely into the grain boundary of their origin by down magnetization balance shifts gradually toward equi-
reversing the field:change direction. On reversing it once librium in all grains, while general patterns and domain
sore, they reappear from the same "nuclei" and now grow spacings remain almost unchanged. Kerr contrast dimin-
gradually as the local driving field increases. However, if the ishes close to the Curie temperature and domains fade out
"suppression field" exceeds a critical level, the process be- completely around 265 *C. The old patterns reappear near
comes irreversible, and popping will again occur only after a 265 'C on cooling from 313 'C.
finite field change, at the original nucleation field.

We interpret these observations to mean that what oc-
curs is not true nucleation but the expansion of residual re-
versed domains from localized pinning sites. For SmCo,
magnets we had previously concluded that this pinning often
does not take place at the grain interface per se, but inside a 'M. Sagaa. S. Fujimura. M. "ogawa. H. Yamamoto, and Y. Matsuura, J.
magnetic minor phase which contains graduated pinning Appl. Phys. 55. 2083 (1984).
sites that are more effective pins than the intermediate grain- NM. Saga-A a, S. Fujimura. M. Togawa. H. Yamamoto, Y. Matsuura, and K.
boundary region.'" Given the present knowledge of phase Iliraga. IEFE Trans. Magn. NIA(;-20. 1594 (1q84).

'K. J. Strnat. D. Li, and K'. F. Mildrum. J. Appl. Phys. 55. 210011984).compositions in the Nd-Fe-B magnets, however, one cannot 'S. Liu. K. J. Sirnat. and H. F. Mildrum. Proceedings of the 6th Interna-
identify such a magnetic pinning phase in this case. As the tional Workshop on Rare Earth-Co Permanent Magnets, edited by 3.
negative applied field is further increased through the steep Fidler. [Technical University. Vienna. Austria. 1q82). p. 631.
flank of the B,/H curve, the multidomain grains become 'NEONIAX is a registered trademark ofthe SumitomoSpecial MeialsCo.,

Ltd.fully saturated and many small grains reverse their magneti- 'K. 3. Strnai. AlP Conr. Proc. No. 5. 1047 (1Q71).zation suddenly without forming stable domain walls. Be- 'D. Li. 11. Mildrum, and K. Strnat (these Proceedings).
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ELEVATED TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR
OF

SINTERED "Nd-Fe-I TYPE" MAGNETS

H.F. Mildrum and G.M. Umana
Magnetics Laboratory, School of Engineering

University of Dayton, OH 45469, USA

ABSTRACTs The effect@ of elevated temperature air ex- remanent flux (OCRF). All magnets were pulse magnet-
posure at 750, 100*, 1253 and 150*C on the performance ized prior to determining the initial reference value
of sintered "Nd-Fe-I type" permanent magnets has been at 25*C. Subsequent measurements were routinely obtained
investigated. The observations include a comparison at elapsed time intervals of thermal exposure, after
of the initial and final demagnetization curves after cooling to room temperature and recording the change
long term aging in excess of 5000 hours, initial irre- in remanent flux. A computer program stores the inte-
versible losses on heating, and the stability of grated signal and then proceeds to systematically correct
open-circuit remanent flux-as a function of time, the data for instantaneous background noise and sample
temperature and operating point permeance. temperature (* 0.1C) at the time of measurement,

using the reversible temperature coefficient of induc-
Test samples were obtained from four magnet pro- tion for each type. Corrected data is then normalized

ducers. The results reported may be considered to be and further processed by the program to yield specific
typical for present commercial production magnets made information suet 5s the "initial irreversible loss"
from ternary Nd-Fe-I and from alloys modified with in one hour, and subsequent aging losses (referred
dysprosium and cobalt, to the value at one hour) at any point in time.

Test results indicate that there are very restric- Results and Discussion
tive operational limits imposed by a combination of
elevated temperatures > 125*C, and unit permeance Irreversible lossest Table I summarizes the overall
values < I. range of so-called "irreversible losses," i.e. the

reduction of open-circuit remanent flux as a conse-
Introduction quence of short-term heating at specific tempelature

and unit permeance for each type magnet alloy evalu-
Permanent magnets made from rare earth-iron-boron ated. The exposure temperatures were within the

alloys have rapidly gained technological and economic reported operating range.
significance in new device applications. These include
sintered magnets based on the ternary alloy and more In practice, if one were to consider a 5% irrevers-
recently alloys containing dysprosium and cobalt. able loss as acceptable, the operational temperature

range and size of the magnet would have to be limited
In many permanent magnet devices elevated tempera- to values shown in the un-shaded areas. In examining

tures are incurred. It is important for the design the data, particularly for cobalt "containing magnets,
engineer to know what "irreversible losses" of the use- it would be erroneous to assume that even higher oper-
ful flux to expect upon first heating, and subsequent sting temperatures could be tolerated because of the
aging losses Incurred at elevated temperatures. low initial irreversible flux loss. In any given cir-

cuit design, one must also take into consideration the
This paper reports such data with regard to temper- overall detrimental effect thermal exposures >100C

ature, time and unit permeance dependency ofcharacter- have on the characteristic loop squareness (1k),
istic demagnetization curves before and after aging, intrinsic coercivity (Hfc) and induction (B), and
and long-term stability of rem-nence. consequently the stability of the operating point.15-71

Three types of commercially available materials, We can also conclude from the data that the degree
Nd-Fe-B, Nd,Dy-Fe-B, and Nd,Dy-FeCo-B, offered by mag- of irreversible loss at an elevated temperature is
net producers ware used in this investigation.|l-41 inversely proportional to the magnitude of MHc in

each material type group.
Experimental Procedure

Long-term aging: The results of long-term aging are
A total of eight different brand types of comer- shown as composite plots of normalized flux loss (from

cial magnets provided by four manufacturing firms were I hour) versus exposure time in Figure 1. These plots
utilized in this study. All magnets received were pre- clearly illustrate the direct relationship between
pared from large production bars by the manufacturers. flux loss in time and the two variables, temperature
The actual test magnet samples are axially magnetized and permeance. Examining all eight groups indicates
cylinders - 6.35 m in diameter and lengths correspond- as a rule that the degree of loss is also dependent
ing to open-circuit unit permeances Bd/Hd = -3.2, -1.0 upon the magnitude of MHc and Hk . That is, magnets
and -0.5. of the same material type exhibiting higher values

for the magnetic parameters cited will incur lower
All magnets were pulse magnetized with a 100 kOe losses.

peak field prior to measurement with a d.c. Hysteresl-
graph for samples with L/D ration > I, and an Oscil- Effects on demagnetization curves Composite plots
lating Sample Mabnetometer (OSM) for L/D ratios ( 0.42 of typical intrinsic and normal demagnetization curves
and 0.2. Initial intrinsic and normal demagnetization (Figure 2) measured before and after aging clearly
curves plotted indicate consistent salient property illustrate the effect of long-term exposure and magnet
data. geometry. Combined effects due to irreversible and

long-term losses at high permeance and moderate tem-
Irreversible and long-term losses in flux were perature conditions (< 10OC) are acceptable for all

measured with a close fitting pull-coil, precision material types evaluated.
integrating digital voltmeter (* 0.005% accuracy and
resolution to * 0.1 PV-sec) to measure the open-circuit

0018.9464/8/0300-1623501.00-1988 IEEE
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We also observe as a rule that values of Hc remain FLUXLOSSII
nearly constant (< 10% change in the worst case) even 'a

after 5000 hours exposure. The slope of intrinsicC

demagnetization curves also remain nearly constant. 10 t.S
From an application standpoint, the primary difficulty '0 JO-- IW -
to contend with is the sustained loss in magnitude tC/ -
of induction and loop squareness for the restraints 20

indicated. Beyond these limits extreme care should

be exercised in selecting the appropriate material WC WC

for optimum performance. i0 No F;_

Sumad--r.y -_5^TWC.

20
The test results indicate that ternary pagnets oper- 0 .5- ,

ating at a high permeance incur acceptable irreversible W0

losses (< 3.0% at 75*C to 125C) in the first hour of
exposure. As the permeance decreases or the temperature I0

increases, severe losses were observed. This was Nd4!

also the case for magnets with dysprosium additions. 20
Conversely, a dysprosium plus cobalt addition drasti- 020

cally improved the initial loss (< 0.51) at these
same temperatures. Long-term elevated temperature 30

losses also follow the same trend, that is, Nd-Fe-B W t 101 10,

magnets with end without dysprosium exhibit a higher EXPUIMAINOURSI

rate of loss as the permeance decreases and/or the FUXLOSSI I

temperature increases. The losses incurred by magnets a I
containing a cobalt addition are substantially less. r5*C twC -

-32 150"C

TABLE Is RANGE OF INITIAL IRREVERSIBLE LOSS (I HOUR) 20

OF OPEN CIRCUIT RENANENT FLUX, AS A FUNCTION 0 m5c
OF PERNEANCE AND ELEVATED TEMPERATURE*

20 WCyQe-S

Nd-fe-B, (BR)MAx =35 GOe L = 042

EXPOSURE TEMPERATURE IN AIR 40

-Bd/Rd 75°C 100 125% i5F 0-

3.2 0.4 -0.5 t.0 - 2.0 3.02 .. 1227 o "

1.0 1.6 - 2.1 9.0 - 18 22 - 38 41 - 57
Rd DY-

0.5 9.5 - 14 22 - 33 37 - 60 56 - 66 20 .020
.... ....... ... .... ... ... .... ... .... ... ... ... . .......... ........ .. o B n -O

30
Nd,Dy-Fe-5, (5H)A X Z 30 MGOe 101 10' 10 1 10'

EXPOSURE TEMPERATURE IN AIR EXPOSURE TOE I HOURS I

.6d/Nd 75%C 100%C 125C 1___C __LUX ___ 1

3.2 0.1 - 0.6 0.4 - 0.7 t.0 - 2.2 1.5 t .0.". "

1.0 0.3 - 0.7 1.0 - 5.5 2.0 6.3 11-1.2 L /O425o 10

0.5 0.7 - 1.5 2.3 20 9.5 30 28 ,,3

Nd,Dy-Fe,Co-Bs (BRlI)A Z30 MGOe

EXPOSURE TEMPERATURE IN AIR D - 42

-Bd/Nd 75C ' 100%0 125C 150% 00d=-40 -

3.2 0.24 0.4,1 0.47 0.55 0

1.0 0.24 0.53 0.75 1.00 0
5 10.=020

0.5 0.44 0.89 1.00 3.60 8~=5

10z 0 0 0 0

A Unshaded areas represent design limits for tempera-

ture and permeance that would incur operational losses EXPOSURTI HOURSI

< 5 percent. Fig. I Long term stability (> 5,000 hours) of open

circuit remanent flux of three commercial
Neodymium type permanent magnet alloys, as a
function of elevated temperature exposure
between 75* and 150°C, and unit permeance

Bd/Nd of -3.2, -1 and 0.5.
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INITIAL 75*C 12 INTA (* 2 I TIA 75C12
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4 t50c /C ~ 4 450_

20 I5 10 5 0 20 is '0 5 0 10 5 10 5 0
H [koej H -k'. H IkOe

(B-Hi 0, (a -R1 , B
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150% I2SCC

4 ?SOCC

C 

2
0 L 1 120 Is (0 5 0 20 ' 0 5 0 ~ 15 (0 5 0

- H Itoe I aR -H [Oel

Fig. 2 Thermally induced changes in the intrinRsic and normal demagnetization curves
after long term aging 0) 5,000 hours), as a funct ion of Neodymium magnet alloy
type, temperature, and sample L/D ratios pertaining to an open-circuit
permeance B/ll- -3.2, -1.0, -0.5.
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EPF-CTS OF ERBIUM SUBSTITUTION ON PERMANENT
MACNIT PROPERTIES OF SINTERED (NdDy)-(Fe,Co)-B

Y. Xiao K.J. Strnat, H.F. Mildrum and A.E. Ray
School of Engineering and Research Institute
University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469

ABSTRACT: The effects of dysprosium and erbium on pared by a conventional powder metallurgy process.
2

the temperature dependence of remanence and intrin- All samples were field-pressed, sintered at 1080*C
sic coercivity in Co-containing Nd-Fe-B were studied, for one hour in vacuum and quenched in argon gas; they
Sintered magnets were prepared and demagnetization were then reheated to 900°C/l hr. in argon, furnace
curves measured at temperatures between -50 and 200oC. cooled, and they received a final heat treatment at
Curie temperatures and irreversible losses of open- 500CC for one hour. The magnetic properties reported
circuit flux on heating were also determined. Dy are for the final state.
increases the coercivity while Er decreases it.
Both Dy and Er can improve the temperature coefficient Demagnetization curves were measured on -B em
of remanence and even that of the intrinsic coercivity. cubes in closed circuit at temperatures in the range
Simultaneous substitution of these two heavy rare -50 to +200*C with a DC hysteresigraph. Temperature
earths can be beneficial for magnets used below t50oC, coefficients, in % per °C, of Br and MNc were deter-
but Er lowers Hc and increases the irreversible loss mined from these curve sets. They are defined as
at higher temperatures. follows:

7

(Tl-T 2) - IOOrBr(T2)-Br(TI)J/Br(25oC).(T2-TI)

Introduction (T1-.TZ ) = l0IHNc(T2)-tgc(Tl)J/MHc(25*C),(T2-TI)

Remanence, Br, energy product, (BH)max, and Before measurement at each of the different tempera-
especially the intrinsic coercivity, MHc, of Nd-Fe-B tures, the samples were fully remagnetized in a 100 kOe
magnets decline quickly with increasing temperature.

1  
pulsed field at room temperature.

To make these magnets more useful above room temper-
ature (r.t.), cobalt can be introduced to substitute Irreversible flux losses during cycling to eleva-
for some of the iron.

2 
This raises the Curie tem- ted temperatures, up to 200*C, were measured on 0.25"

perature, Tc, but at the expense of MHc. A modest diameter cylinders of p-B/H -2 in open circuit,
dysprosium addition can nearly double the MHc, thus using a tightly fitting pull coil and a fluxmeter. A
counteracting this adverse side effect of cobalt.

3  
thermal cycle took about 45 min., with 30 min. holding

Terbium Is even better suited for enhancing the co- time at T. The Curie temperature of different alloy
ercivity

4 
but it is too scarce and expensive for compositions was determined by a low-field thermomag-

most comercial uses. All the heavy rare earths netic analysis (ThA) with a 5 kHz field of about I Oe
(HRE)--Gd, Th, Dy, Ho, Er and Tm--reduce the satur- amplitude; the average sweep rate was -1C/min.
ation, B., by coupling their magnetic moments anti-
parallel to the Fe moments. Results and Discussion

Er2FeI4B is known to have easy-base-plane Ternary Nd-Fe-B magnets have excellent room-
anisotropy at r.t.

5,6 
which is not favorable for temperature values of Br and (BH)max, with use-

developing coercivity. Therefore, erbium has not fully high coercive force, MHc. However, the
been considered as a substituent, even though it temperature coefficient CL of Br in the temperature
might be expected to reduce the temperature depen- range 0-l50°C is high, -0.126% per CC (3.5 to 4.1
dence of Br while keeping its magnitude higher than times greater than for SmCo5 or 2:17 magnets, respec-
Tb, Dy or Io do. Er2FeI4 B shows a higher satura- tively), which is often intolerable. MtIc declines
tion than Dy2Fe14B or Tb2Fe14 B up to -500 K, and at a rate of 13--0.86% per oC, i.e., ".2.6 to 3.1 times
its B. rises more strongly with increasing tempera- faster than for typical 1-5 or 2:17 magnets.

1  
These

ture in the range 0 - 250CK.6 Hence one can expect higher temperature coefficients are usually attributed
Er substitution for Nd to improve the temperature to the low Tc 00312*C.
coefficient,Ot , of Br while retaining a relatively
high remanence. Simultaneous substitution of Dy and Cobalt: In our experiments, introducing 10 at.
Er might extend the range of such improvement to well 7 Co increased the Curie temperature to 435CC for
above r.t., but at a sacrifice of Br - The tempera- Nd(Fe.8 0Co. 12 B.08 )5.5 magnets, lowering both tempera-
ture coefficient, P, of H, should be adversely ture coefficients,o. and /3 to 0.09% and 0.54% per C,

affected by Er because the anisotropy field of the respectively (0-150C).
2-14-1 phase is reducedt but Dy should counteract this
adverse side effect, too, and might allow one to main- Dysprosium: Additionally substituting some Dy
tain the Milc near that of unsubstituted Nd-(Fe,Co)-B. for Nd, in (Nd.go.xDYx)(Fe.80 Co. 2B.o8)5.5 magnets,

caused more complex variations of the magnetic prop-
To test the above considerations, a set of erties. The Curie point is slightly reduced by either

experiments was designed, working in the alloy system Dy or Er. Some relevant values of Tc are shown in
(Nd.8oDY.20.xErx)(Fe.8oCo.12B.0 8)5.5 with x0.0

4
, 0.08, Table I.

0 12, 0.16, and 0.20. For control/reference purposes
magnets with the compositions Nd(Fe. 8oCo.t2B.0 8 )5.5  Table I: Some Curie Temperatures from Low-Field THA
and (Ndl.xDyx)(Fe.8oCo. 12 B.og)5.5 , x-0.12, 0.16,
and 0.20, were also prepared and examined. Nominal Composition Curie Point

of Sintered Magnet T,(
0
C)

Experimental Procedure
Nd(Fe.8 0C°.l 2B.08 )5.5  435

Master alloys were made by arc and induction (Nd. 88Dy.1 2 )(Fe. 80Co. 12B.08 )5.5  431
melting, and specific intermediate compositions by (Nd.8 0DY. 20 )(Fe. 80Co.1 2B.08 )5.5  424
blending powders of these. Magnet samples were pre- (Nd.Bor.20)(e.goCo.12B.o8)5. 5  432.5

00I8-9464/g7/0900-2293101.001 1987 IEEE
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Figure 1. Variation of magnetic properties with Dy con- Figure 2. The influence of Er on the magnetic proper-
tent for (Ndl.xDYx)(Fe.80Co. 12 B0.08 )5.5 sintered ties of (Nd 80DY.20.xErx)(Fe8oCol.B.08)5.5
magnets. oL and pwere calculated for 0-*150*C. OLand P we;e calculated for 0i50 C.

The observed effects of dysprosium on Br, We find it difficult to understand why there
NHc and energy product (see Fig. 1) agree with are also minima in the curves of vs. x and A vs. x,
previous results.

3 
They will not be further both near x=0.0

4
. However, It is a practically useful

discussed. OL(0-150*C) is monotonically decreased result that small substitutions of Er for Dy in
by Dy addition. One factor affectingoi is the (Nd.8 oDy.20.xErx)(Fe. 8oCo. 12B.08)5 .5 further reduce
Curie temperature: Dy lowers Tc a little, which both temperature coefficients. Regarding the tempera-
might be expected to slightly increaselo(I; butfif ture variation of Br , we conclude that Dy causes a
decreases! Thus the dominant Influence must minor but useful reduction of the slope of B. vs. T
be the effect of the antiferromagnetically coupled in the temperature range considered, 0-*150*C, with
Dy sublattice on the temperature variation of Er having a synergistic effect when used together
the saturation, Bs, which partly compensates for the with Dy.--The slight reduction of P by small Er addi-
rapid decrease of the Nd moment with increasing temper- tions was unexpected and remains unexplained. In
ature. This is characteristic of many HRE-transition order to confirm the reality of this minimum ofA ,
metal compounds. another group of experiments was conducted using a

higher HRE substitution, Dy+Er=25 at.% of total RE, in
The temperature variation of 1jll, is more (Nd.7 5Dy.25.xEr )(Fe 80Co.12B.OS)5. 5. Here, an even

complicated. Explaining it is difficult as lower value of =--0:46% was obtained for x=0.05 (com-
indeed the origins of coercivity In sintered pared to A -0.53% per *C for x-0).
magnets are still not satisfactorily clarified.
MHc is affected by the properties of minor secondary While substituting 0.04% Er for Dy further
phases and their temperature dependence, and decreased A compared with an Er-free magnet, the
thus depends on the nature of all phases present room-temperature coercivity is already relatively
and the partitioning of the different rare earths low (12.1 kOe) at the minimum of/ A Nevertheless,
between them. Figure I shuws that P increases the r.t. energy product is a maximum near the same
first with increasing Dy, then drops for x >0.12. value of x. It appears that B, (BH)max and both temper-
(The function of P vs. T does, of course, also ature coefficients can be improved by co-substituting
depend on the temperature range for which is several heavy rare earths, such as Dy plus Er, for
calculated.) some of the Nd in the Nd-HRE-Fe-Co-B system while

keeping MHc at an acceptable level.
Erbium: The influence of Er in the alloy

(Nd.8oOY.20_xErx)('e.8oCO.12B.08)5.5 is shown in
Figure 2. Mic decreases with increasing x. But the
variations of remanence and of both temperature coeffi- TEMPERATURE c)
cients are more complicated, gr initially increases 50 ,oo ISo 200.
slightly with x, but it begins to decrease slowly at 0 -------- =_o
xfO. 12. Regarding the initial rise we note that .---,- -_._...-
(Nd.goEr.2O)(Fe.8 0Co.l 2B.08)5.5 has a higher satura- lo
tion (10.65 kG) than (Nd.8oDY. 20 )(Fe.8 0Co. 1 2B.0 8 )5 .5  3
(namely, L0.3 kG). Also, small substitutions of Er 20- iNduovsote ises

for Nd in alloys without Dy, in the 0/
(Ndl.xErx)(Fe.BoCo.l2B.08)5.5 system change 4[N s ,
very little while the rate of drop increases for 40- sto.5.5
greater x (Table 2). In magnets with both, Dy and Er,
the first of these effects may dominate at tow Er
content, the second for higher x.

Table 2. Effect of Erbium Substitution on Saturation Figure 3. Irreversible flux losses at p-B/H- -2 during
(Ndl.xErx)(Fe.Co.12B.08 )5 .5  4FMs(C) cycling between 25°C and the indicated elevated tempera-

ture. Tested were magnets with the compositions

x " 0 12500 (Nd.8 0By 20 )(Fe. 0Co.12B.o8 )5,5 and
x - 0.04 12330 (Nd.BoDy.16Er.0 4 )(Fe.8oCo.12B.0 8 )5 .5
x - 0.08 12000

x - 0.20 10650
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Figure 3 shows the results of irreversible loss

measurements for a (Nd.g0Dy.20)(Fe.8 0 Co. 2 0 ) 5

magnet and a (Nd.8oOy.l6r.0)(Fe. 8 Co.12.08)5.5 f ,

magnet. The irreversible lose was <5% up to T.175*C

for (Nd.8 0Dy.20 )(Fe.8 0Co. 12B.0 8 )5.5 , and below 150C -

for the (Nd.8oDy.16 Er 04 )(Fe.8 0 Co.12B.08)5 .5 magnet.

The losses are greater for the Er-containing magnet!

Inspecting the demagnetizing curves in Figures 4
and 5 shown that at these temperatures the coercivity
is near 5 kOe. In other words, it seems necessary to ...... -1 . . .. -. * .. .. ,.
keep MHc > 5 kOe at the peak temperature in order rIELD StRErGTm m CkOe)
to have an irreversible loss below 5% at an operating
permeance of p- -2.

Susimar Figure 4. Demagnetization curves at several tempera-

tures between -50*C and 200*C for a
1. Substituting 10 at % Co for Fe in Nd-Fe-B mag- (Nd.8 0Dy.20 )(Fe.8 0Co.l 2 B.08 )5 .! magnet.
nets increases the Curie temperature to 435*C and
lowers the temperature coefficient of Br,OL(O-blSOC),
from -0.126 tq -0.09% per *C.

2. Partially substituting Dy for Nd not only increases
the coercivity but also further decreases the temper-
ature coefficients of Br and MHc. t11los

3. Substituting a small amount of Er for Dy (x * 0.04) 0.•f.4k. oqae s.041

in (Nd.8 0Dy.20.xErx)(Fe. 8OCo.12 B.08 )5 .5 can further 
it

slightly improve the temperature coefficients of both. 10
Br and MHc. The best temperature coefficients,
L- -0.048% and A - -0.46% per C, were obtained •

in a sample with the composition
(Nd' 75Dy.20Er 0 5)(Fe' 08Co°12B'08 )5 "5 "

4. It is necessary tO have MRc>
5 

kOe at a given
top temperature to keep the irreversible loss for
p- -2 below 5%. This objective can be achieved either so Is it 4
by raising MHc or by reducing its temperature
coefficient.
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Elevated Temperature Properties of

SLntered Magnets of (Nd,Dy)-Fe-B
Modified with Cobalt and Aluminum

Y. Xiao, H.F. Mildrum, g.J. Strnst and A.E. Ray

School of Engineering, University of Dayton
Dayton, Ohio 45469

ABSTRACT

The effect of small aluminum additions on the temperature dependence
of remanence and intrinsic coercivity in Co- and Dy-containing Nd-Fe-B
was studied. Sintered magnets were prepared and demagnetization curves
measured at temperatures between -50 to 200*C. Curie temperatures and
Irreversible flux losses in open circuit were determined. Al increases

the coercivity while decreasing remanence, energy product and Curie temper-
ature. Other unfavorable side effects are the increase in temperature

coefficients of Br and, especially, HHc. Substitution of At is , ene-

ficial for magnets used at elevated temperature.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid decline on heating of their reranence, Br, the energy product,

(BH)max, and especially of the intrinsic coercivity, HHc, limits the appli-
cation of ternary Nd-Fe-B magnets to below 1O0-150*C. To enable such
magnets to operate at higher temperatures, different alloy modifications
have been tried. Design engineers commonly describe the utility of magnets
at elevated temperatures by two parameters: the temperature coefficient,

oi<(Br), of the remanent induction, and the irreversible flux losses in
open circuit during a heating-cooling cycle. The losses must be tied to a
specific operating point, e.g. by specifying the unit permeance, p--Bd/Rd.

The large vnitie ofJoI4for Nd-Fe-B magnets Is due to the low C,,rte

temperature, Tc, and the rapid decrease In Nd moment with increasing temper-
ature, T. Hence, two approaches might result in a reduction oflo.f: raising
the Curie temperature of the main phase of the magnet, or partially substi-
tuting heavy rare earths (HRE) for Nd. Cobalt is an effective alloying
element for raising T e . !1,2,31 Substitution of 18 to 20 at% Fe by Co

enhances Te to above 500*C and thus lowersot . However, this is at the
expense of the intrinsic coercivity. A lower Hi

t
., in turn, leads to an

increase of the irreversible loss.
The irreversible losses are generally inversely related to the coer-

civity; and since MHc usually decreases with increasing operating tempera-
tures, the losses are indirectly related to the temperature coefficient of

coercivtty, A (MHc). The physical parameters affecting the temperature
dependence of the coercivity are not well known. One common practical
approach to lowering the irreversible losses is simply to increase the
intrinsic coercivity at room temperature. Then, even if MHc is reduced
by the same factor as in the absence of Dy on heating, a higher absolute
value is left at T, and the flux loss is lower. A modest dysprosium addition
can nearly double MHc of a Nd-Fe-Co-B magnet And bring the irreversible
loss to below 5% at 200°C 14). However, the use of the expensive Dy signifi-
cantly raises the cost of magnets, especially at higher dysprosium contents.
Aluminum has also been found effective for enhancing the coercivity in
both, Nd-Fe-B 15,61 and Nd-Fe-Co-B magnet%.I71 It is much cheaper than
Dy. But an unfavorahle side effect of alqimintim addition is that Nr and

T. decrease with increasing At content.
Simultaneous substitution of Dy and Al for Nd and Fe, respectively,

might be expected to offer a favorable compromise, yielding high coercivity

Mat Res 5... SYMe. Nsa. V. 1 1 I U.,,,I.,, 5e.etc Smostp
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and a good remanence at elevated operating temperatures. Based on the
above consideration, a set of experiments was designed, varying the Al

content at a constant Dy substitution in the alloy system
(Ndo.gDYo.1 2 )(Fe.o.xCo.1 2 B.oAlx)5 .5, where x-O.012, 0.024 and 0.036.
For control and reference purposes, the properties of a corresponding

Dy- and At-free magnet of composition Rd(Fe.80 Co.l28.O8)S.5 were also
examined.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Maater alloys were prepared either by arc or induction melting, and
specific intermediate compositions by blending powders of these. Sintered
magnets were made by a conventional powder metallurgy process.Il1 All
samples were sintered at 1080*C for one hour in vacuum and rapidly cooled
in argon gas; they were then reheated to 900*C/one hour in argon, furnace

cooled, and they received a final heat treatment at 50O0C for one hour.
Magnetic measurements were made after the 900* anneal and in the final
state.

Demagnetization curves were measured either on -8m cubes in closed

circuit at temperatures in the range -50 to +200C with a DC hysteres-
graph, or on .-3ams cubes in open circuit in the same temperature range
with a magnetometer. The temperature coefficients of Br and MHc were

determined from these curve sets. They are defined as followso (11

OL(TI-.T 2 ) - tO0[Br(T2)-Br(TI)I/Br(25°C).(T2-TI) in . per
A(TI-&T2 ) - IO0[MHc(T2).MHc(TI)/MH(25*C).(T2_T1) }

Before measurement at each temperature, the samples were fully remagnetized

in a 100 kOe pulsed field at room temperature.
Irreversible flux losses during cycling to several elevated tempera-

tures, up to 200*C, were measured on 0.25" diameter cylinders of p-B/H*A-
2

in open circuit, using a tightly fitting pull coil and a fluxmeter. The

Curie temperature of different alloy compositions was determined by a

low-field thermomagnetic analysis (TMA) with a 5 kHz field of about I Oe
amplitude; the average sweep rate was l*C/min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ternary Nd-Fe-B magnets combine excellent room-temperature (r.t.)
values of remanence and energy product, with a usefully high coercive
force. However, the temperature coefficients, C.of gr, and A of MHc, in the
temperature range 0-150*C are large. -0.126%*C and -0.717 IC, respectively.
191 These values are much higher than those of typical 1-5 and 2-17 Sm-Co
magnets. The higher temperature coefficients are usually attributed to
the low Curie temperature of Nd2 Fej6 B, Tc312*C.

In our experiments, introducing 10 at% cobalt increased Tc to 435*C,

for Nd(Fe. 8oCo. 123.08)5. 5 magnets, lowering the Oi(O--l50C) to 0.09% per *C.
By substituting some dysprosium for Nd. in (Ndo.88Dy.1 2 )(Fe.g 0 Co.1 2 B.0 8 )5 .5 ,
Ot.could be further lowered to 0.077%, while increasing the coercive force,

Mit, to 13 kO.. No significant change of (Hc) occurred compared to
Nd-Fe- B.

The variation of remanence, coercive force, energy product and

Curie temperature caused by addition of aluminum in
(Nd.88Dy.1 2 )(Fe. 8 0.xCo.1 2 80 .0 8 Alx) 5 .5 is shown in Fig. I. We see that

NHc rapidly rises with increasing x. For x - 0.036, i.e., 3 at% Al, the
Mic reaches 19 kOe. Contrary to this, Br decreases at the rate of 0.5 kG
per I at% Al addition. Substituting Al initially doer not change the
Curie point. However, Tc begins to decrease as the Al content exceeds
I at%. This suggests that the initial small amounts enter only grain
houndary phases, while At in excess of -1% Is partitioned between the

main phase, where it depresses Tc, and secondary phases.
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Fig. 1: Variation of magnetic properties with Al content for
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5 sintered magnets

(x-0.012, 0.024, 0.036 correspond to 1, 2, 3 at.% Al, respectively).

The influence of Al on the temperature coefficients, CLand , is

shown in Fig. 2. The magnitude of both increases with rising Al content.

Especiallyft gets rapidly worse. The value of /1- -0.897% for 3 at.,

Al even exceeds the A value of -0.71 observed on ternary Nd-Fe-B magnets.

Although the r.t. coercive force is quite high, such a magnet does not

permit a higher operating temperature b-cause MHc declines too fast with

a(Br) O(MHC)

JPER-C)1- PER -C)

0.08 - 0.8

0.07 -0.7

0.06 0.6
(Nd s*Y1;2(Fe So-xC.12 oeAIx S.

01
0 001 002 003 0.04

ALUMNUM CONTENT. x

Fig. 21 The Influence of At on temperature coefficients OL and for

(Nd ,SDy 12 )(Fe 80.xCO.12B.08Alx)5.5 sintered magnets

cc. andA ,ere catculated for 00150C.
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Fig. 3: Variation of the intrinsic coercive force with temperature for

(Nd.8BDY.l2)(Fe 8.oxCO.12 B.08AIx)5.5 with x-0, 0.012, 0.024,
0.036 and Nd-Fe-B magnets.

increasing temperature. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 3 where the

temperature dependence of MHc of magnets with different At content is
shown for the temperature range 0-200'C. The curve for Nd-Fe-9 is included
for comparison. The following facts con be observed:

I. For x-O (no At), the coercivity at r.t. Is only 13 kOe, but
at 200C there is still 2.1 kOe left. In contrast, the sample with the
highest Al content, x-0.036, possesses a 40Z higher iHc at room tempera-
ture, but it has only 1/3 as much coercive force left at 200C than the
x-O magnet.

2. All the curves intersect around 140*C. Up to 140'C, the magnets
with higher r.t. coercivity maintain a higher MHc.

We can conclude that, when the operating temperature Is below -140'C,
the Al-containing magnets may also be expected to show lower irreversible
losses. But above - 140*C, the Al additions have no benefit for the temper-
ature stability. Direct measurement of irreversible losses for a
(Nd. 8 8 Dy.I2)(Fe.8 0Co.1 2 B.0 8 )5 .5 magnet and a
(Nd.8 8 Dy. 12 )(Fe.7 64 Co.1 2 B.oAI 0 3 6 '5.5 magnet generally confirms this
conclusion. (Fig. 4) The two curves of irreversible loss vs. T intersect
near 50*C. But the gain in stability below this temperature is minimal,
while the irreversible loss near 200C is severely increased by the Al
addition. Taking into account the concomitant sacrifices in Br, (BH)max
and OL , the minor improvement in irreversible loss at lower temperatures
makes Al additions of questionable practical value. According to our
results, substituting Al for some Fe increases the coercive force near
r.t., but it does nothing to extend the useful operating temperature beyond
the 140-150C level up to which Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-B or even Nd-Dy-Fe-B magnets
are useful. To allow further scrutiny of what is happening at the elevated
temperatures, two complete sets of demagnetization curves measured at
several temperaturers far (Nd.88DY. 1 2 )(Fe.8 0 Cn.1211.08)5.5 and
(Nd. 8 8 Dy.12 )(Fe. 7 6 4 Co. 1 2 B.0 8AI. 0 36 )5 .5 are shown in Fig. 5 and 6.
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Fig. St Demagnetization curves at several temperatures between -50'C
and 200*C for a (Nd.88Dy.1j)(Fe.80 Co.1 2 S. 0 g)5 5 magnet.

Fig. 61 Demagnetization curves at several temperatures between -50* and
200% for a (Nd.88DY. 12)(Fe. 764CO. 12B.06A1 o36)5.5 magnet.
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Before we summarize, we should briefly consider what these results
tell us about the (actors which affect the temperature coefficient of
coercivity. 3 daes not seem to be directly related to the main-phase
Curie temperature. (The temperature coefficient of induction slf) If
A were approximately inversely proportional to Tc, our (Co + Al)-contain-
Ing magnet should have a lower I-velue than Nd-Fe-B because its Curie
point is higher by more than 100 C. But, on the contrary, it has a much
higher I0l-valuet Like MHc, the A is likely to depend strongly on the
temperature variation of the magnetic properties of secondary phases in
the grain boundaries. The experiments described cannot yield any direct
information about these.

SUI AMRY

I. Substituting 10 at.. Co for Fe increases the Curie temperature
from - 310"C to 435"C and lowers the temperature coefficient of Br,
O-(O-0150-C) to 0.09% per *C.

2. Partially substituting Dy for Nd in a Co-containing magnet of
composition (Nd.88Dy.12 )(Fe.80Co. 12B.08 )5 .5 not only increases the coer-
civity, but it also decreases (i.e., improves) the temperature coefficient
of Br.

3. Additionally substituting Al for some of the Fe increases the
coercivity, but it lowers the remanence and energy product. It raises
the temperature coefficients, OL(Br) and, especially, A (NHc).

4. Such dual substitution of Co and Al is therefore not a good
way of raising the useful operating temperature of magnets above 150"C.
However, the magnets have attractively high coercive force near room
temperature.
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EFFECT OF MINOR ALLOYING SUBSTITUENTS (Nb,Ti,Zr) ON THE
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE PERMANENT MAGNET

PROPERTIES OF SINTERED (Nd,Dy)-(Fe,Co)-B

Y. Xiao, K.J. Strnat, H.F. Mildrum and A.E.Ray

University of Dayton, School of Engineering, Dayton, Ohio 45469, USA

ABSTRACT

Sintered bodies of (Nd,Dy)(Fe.,Co-,B,M) 5 .5 were prepared, elevated-temperature
magnetization curves measured, and the temperature dependence of permanent magnetic
properties studied between -500 and 150*C. The effects of substituents M-Nb,
Ti and Zr on Br, MHc and their temperature coefficients are reported. Small
substitutions, especially of Nb, make the magnets more useful near 150°C.
Larger amounts of M-element destabilize the 2-14-I structure; formation of
a 2-17 phase then severely degrades the coercivity.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that permanent magnets made from Nd-Fe-B alloys have
excellent properties at room temperature, but their remanence (Br) and, espe-
cially, their intrinsic coercive force (M~c) drop off rapidly on heating.
This is true whether such magnets are processed by sintering or by the method
of rapid quenching and further processing such as bonding or hot pressing.
Making these magnets more useful at elevated temperatures in the 150-200*C
range is at present an important objective of research and development, pursued
in a number of laboratories worldwide.[-71 The general approach is to modify
the magnet atloy by introducing fourth, fifth and sixth component elements.
However, even with a given alloy composition, it is possible to change the
temperature variation of MHc somewhat by altering details of the heat treat-
ment, thus affecting the metallurgical microstructure in subtle ways.i2l

The users of the magnets--engineers designing devices and machines--
often describe the temperature dependence of salient magnet properties in
terms of temperature coefficients. The T.C. is a measure of the relative
change of a quantity, often averaged over a certain temperature range, and
normalized to the value at a reference temperature (which is usually room
temperature). Considering the applied objective of this work, we also use
temperature coefficients to discuss the consequences of certain alloying
measures and to interpret the practical significance of our own results.
We shall define two T.C.'s, for the common use-temperature range 0-150°C,
using a linear approximation between these end points, and referencing to
the value at room temperature (R.T.). A generalized temperature coefficient
(T.C.) is then defined by the following equation, in which Q ("quantity")
can represent Br, or Hc, or any other property

T.C.(Tl-+T 2 ) - 100[Q(T 2 ) - Q(Tl)]/Q(25°C).(T 2 -Tl) in % per °C

* ** ** ** * *** ***** ** ***

Paper No. W8.2 at the 9th International Workshop on Rare-Earth Magnets and
their Applications, Bad Soden, FRG, August 31 - September 2, 1987 (Proceed-
ings Book by: Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft e. V., D-5340 Bad Honnef
1, FRG).
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The T.C. of the remanence will be designated 04(Br). Note that often a
modification of this quantity, using a flux density level, Bd, for a partic-
ular operating point in the second quadrant, is more useful to the design
engineer, although O(Br) is commonly reported by magnet producers. We also
use a T.C. of the intrinsic coercive force, /3(MHc). For the magnet types
under study both quantities are negative, and the objective of the alloy
modifications is to reduce the absolute value of 0( and 3 .

The large value of d for Nd-Fe-B is due to the low Curie temperature,
Tc, and to the rapid decrease of the Nd moment with increasing temperature,
T. Consequently, two approaches have been taken to reducing 0X : replacing
some iron with cobalt, and substituting a heavy rare earth (Tb,Dy,Er) for
some of the neodymium.(4,7 Magnets based on variations of the generic formula
(Nd,Dy)(Fe,Co,B), have been studied and products of this kind are now being
comercially introduced.J2 The temperature coefficient of coercivity, A3
is also an important practical parameter since it directly affects the irrever-
sible losses of flux on heating. Its absolute value is typically one order
of magnitude greater than that of O( . It is the rapid drop of MHc with
increasing temperature, and any loss of hysteresis loop squareness, which
limit the utility of the Nd-Fe-B magnets at elevated temperatures much more
severely than a low Curie point or a high value of " . Unfortunately, the
physical origins of the coercivity are still poorly understood, and so it
is difficult to plan an effective approach to controlling and reducing A
by changing composition or microstructure. One commonly practiced measure
is simply to increase the coercivity to guarantee that a higher MHc value
remains even at elevated T.

It was found that additions of dysprosium as well as aluminum can increase
the room temperature coercive force up to 100%. Dy additions leave / largely
unchanged, and thus the top operating temperature at which irreversible losses
remain tolerable is raised to 150 0C for many applications. (Nd,Dy)-Fe-B
magnets are therefore useful and have been in commercial production for some
time. Cobalt, while raising the Tc of the 2-14-1 main phase by P-0*C
per 17 substitution, reduces the coercive force, and this offsets its beneficial
effect on the temperature variation of Br. This can be counteracted by the
simultaneous introduction of Dy and Co, and the "Nd-Fe" magnets with the best
elevated temperature stability at present are of the type (Nd,Dy)(Fe,Co)-B.

However, it was also found that not all alloying elements which increase
the R.T. coercivity will necessarily improve the stability at 150°C and above.
A typical example is aluminum. In an earlier paper (61 we reported on the
effect of aluminum additions to magnets of a reference composition
(Nd.88Dy.12 )(Fe. 80 Co.12B.0 8 )5 .5 . Although a significant increase of the
R.T. coercivity was obtained, the Al also strongly increased P , and above
approximately 1200C the Hc was in fact lower than without the Al.

All this suggests that a largely empirical search for other effective
alloying elements is necessary. In this paper, we investigate the effect
which substitutions of the elements niobium, titanium and zirconium for a
part of the iron have on the magnetic properties and their temperature depen-
dence. Specifically, we examined alloys of the nominal compositions
(Nd.88Dy.12 )(Fe.g0.xCo.1 2B.08Mx)5 .5 where M=Nb, Ti, and Zr.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The procedures for preparing magnets and measuring their magnetic prop-
erties were previously described (6,7). Briefly, master alloys were prepared
by arc or induction melting, intermediate compositions by blending powders

of these. Magnet samples were made by ball milling, pressing in a transverse
magnetic aligning field, vacuum sintering at 10800 C for one hour, followed
by rapid cooling in argon gas, reheating to 900*C/1 hour in argon, furnace
cooling and a final heat treatment at 500*C/l hour.

Demagnetization curves were measured on cubes in a closed circuit with

a DC hysteresigraph comprising a dual electronic integrator and a fixture
permitting the heating and cooling of samples in the range -50 to +200 0C.[8]
The reported values of Br and MHc and their temperature coefficients were
determined from these curve sets.

Low-field AC thermomagnetic analysis was used to determine Curie points.[9]

This method is discussed in more detail below.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1 shows the effects on the- intrinsic coercive force of substituting

each of the three elements, M-Nb, Ti and Zr. Note that an M-content of x-0.012
closely corresponds to 1 atomic % of the total alloy. The composition was
altered in such 1% steps. In each case, small additions of H first bring a
substantial increase in coercivity, up to a pronounced maximum beyond which

MHc drops rapidly with increasing x. Both the initial rate of increase and
the rate of the drop after the peak are almost the same for the three elements.
However, Nb is the most effective enhancer of the coercive force. The optimum
3 at.A substitution (x-0.036) increases tHc by 50%, to a maximum of 16.8
kOe. For H-Zr and Ti the maximum occurs at 1% (x-0.012) and the Hc-gain is
only about 12%. While we cannot explain the reason for the initial increase
in coercivity, it is certainly a desirable effect. Especially Nb seems a
useful modifier. To fully judge its utility and compare it with the effects
of other elements, it is necessary to measure the influence on remanence,
loop squareness and energy product, and to look at the reversible temperature
coefficients of remanence and coercivity. Such measurements are reported.

The important question also arises why only small M-substitutions are
helpful, and what causes the rapid deterioration of Hc above a critical
amount. An excess of H undoubtedly changes the microstructure in such a
way that magnetization reversal becomes easy in some grains, possibly by

introducing a soft magnetic phase that can serve to nucleate reverse domains

at low fields. This question is addressed at the end of this paper.

Let us now inspect the variations of other magnetic perameters with
Nb, Ti, and Zr additions. Figure 2 shows the composition dependence of the
magnetization measured in a 23 kOe forward field in the first quadrant, the
"saturation," 41rMHand the zero-field remanence, Br. As one would expect,
these quantities are reduced by all these substituents. However, here, too,
the Nb is the most useful, the flux density reductions being negligibly small
up to the coercivity peak. Ti is worse; it reduces Br by -5% at the peak
position (I at.%) and by - 30% at 3 at.% Ti. Zirconium reduces the remanence
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but little at the MHc peak, but then depresses it more rapidly than the Ti
does.

Figure 3 shows room-temperature demagnetization curves of the three
magnets with the highest coercive forces in each group. We see that the
Nd and Zr additions not only enhance the MHc but also maintain a good loop
squareness (or high Hk value). In contrast, the Ti-containing magnet has
a very rounded demagnetization curve, which is undesirable.

Since niobium is by far the best of the three modifiers studied, the

following discussion of other magnetic properties will be limited to the
Nb-containing magnets. Figure 4 shows the variation with Nb content of Tc,

cL and ( , and of the mass density, X , achieved in sintering. We see that
T c remains essentially unchanged by e Nb additions, at -430*C. Only
above x-0.06 (5 at.% Nb) a small decline is noticeable. At 107. (not shown)
Tc is down to 4060 C. Both coefficients initially increase a little and then
drop to values slightly below those of the Nb-free reference magnet: for
3 at.% Nb, O(.and P are 0.075 and 0.57, respectively, compared to 0.077 and
0.63 per 0C for the reference. We have previously measured still slightly
lower values on a similar magnet with higher dysprosium content,
(Nd.80Dy.20 )(Fe.8 0Co. 1 2 B.0 8 )5 .5, namely, OL- 0.068 and f= 0.54 [7].

A set of demagnetization curves measured at seven different temperatures

between -50 0 C and +2000C is shown in Figure 5. It is from such curves that

the temperature coefficients were determined. Note that the OC(Br) as
defined here is not necessarily identical with the reversible T.C. measured
in open circuit after a heating-cooling cycle. Even at the highest temperature,
2000 C, the intrinsic demagnetization curve is fairly square (Hk% MH c ) and

MHc > 3 kOe, which is 1 kOe higher than for the Nb-free reference magnet.

THERMO-MAGNETIC PHASE ANALYSIS

Objective: We next wanted to learn something about the reason why the
coercive force drops rapidly when the amount of substituent exceeds a critical
value of '-3% for Nd or -1% for Ti and Zr. If this is due to the formation
of a soft magnetic "nucleation phase," the latter would have to have a Curie
temperature above R.T., detectable by thermo-magnetic analysis (TMA).

Method: We employed a THA technique which we have used in similar form

for studying rare earth-transition metal alloys or magnets for over twenty
years.[9,10J A -500 mg quantity of coarse alloy powder is made the core
of an air-core transformer which can be heated and cooled. The primary is
excited with a 5 kHz current that produces a field of - 1 0e amplitude.
The voltage induced in the secondary, corrected for the air flux linkage,

is amplified, synchronously rectified and plotted as a function of temperature
while the sample is slowly heated and cooled. (Typically 0.5 to 2 C per

minute in critical regions). In very hard magnetic materials, the 1 0e field
causes mostly small reversible domain wall motions and the resulting plot
has essentially the shape of an initial permability curve, pi vs. T. The
Curie temperature of a ferromagnetic phase is indicated by a "Hopkinson maximum"

followed by a steep drop of p on the high-T side. The point of inflection of
that flank corresponds closely to Tc obtained by much more time consuming
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high-DC-field measurements with a magnetic balance. In a multiphase alloy,
several such maxima and steep flanks will be observed at the Curie temperature
of each phase that has a Tc in the temperature range covered by the experiment.

Such "TMA spectra" were obtained for many of the magnet alloys studied,
with all three substituents, Nb, Ti and Zr. Figure 6 shows a set of curves
for five samples of the Nb series, with Nb contents up to 10 at.%. Generally,
the conditions were the same, namely, a 1 Qe peak field and constant amplifier
and recorder sensitivities; however, for Fig. (6-a) the field strength was
doubled to increase the signal, and in (6-e) the recorder sensitivity was
reduced by a factor 2.5 because the peaks were too high.

Results: The Curie point of the 2-14-I phase is indicated by the upper
sharp peak. The origin of the broad low-T maxima is not clear, but such
"bulges" are always observed in rare earth-cobalt or iron sintered magnets,
and their shape and position changes between heating and cooling. They may
correspond to a secondary phase of ill-defined composition and therefore
variable Tc. However, in materials with high magneto striction, stress can
also strongly influence pi, so they may reflect random stresses induced during
mortar grinding. Ignoring these low-T peaks, we can say that at zero and
low Nb content the 2-14-1 is the only major phase in evidence. When the Nb
content exceeds 5%, an indication of a second Curie point near 310°C appears.
(Marked 1' in Figure 6-c). As the niobium increases, this low temperature
peak and step I' become more prominent, while peak 2 becomes even smaller.
At 10 at.% Nb peak 2 disappears completely. Our interpretation is that niobium
destabilizes the 2-14-1 phase and promotes the formation of another ferromag-
netic phase with Tc = 310*C. At 10% Nb the 2-14-1 has completely disappeared
and the only ferromagnetic phase with a Tc above R.T. is this newly formed
phase. (If we ignore a small step in the curve at -35 0*C, marked 3, which
seems to be the Curie point of another minor phase).

Experiments to identify this phase with Tcg3lOC and to describe its
properties are now in progress. Preliminary powder x-ray diffraction data
indicate that it is a 2-17 intermetallic. To maintain metallurgical equi-
librium, at least one other phase would have to form, probably one that is
not ferromagnetic above R.T. There are additional lines in the x-ray spectrum
which we have not yet identified. At 10 at. Nb, there are no 2-14-1 lines.
Easy and hard-axis magnetization curve measurements on the 10% Nb alloy are
close toegher, indicating that there is little magneto-crystalline anisotropy.
This is consistent with the fact that all Nd2 (Fe,Co)1 7 phases have easy-plane
symmetry at R.T.[ll] Thus, the newly-formed phase may be inherently magnetically
soft and not capable of developing high coercivity at all. It is certainly
obvious that our present heat treatment is not proper for magnetic hardening.

It is also interesting to note that our "magnets" made of alloys with
high Nb-content have lower density. It appears that the 2-17 phase, or the
phase mixture which takes the place of the 2-14-1, prevents rapid shrinking
during the sintering at 1080*C. It may be that this temperature is simply
too low.'
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Analogous observations were made on the alloys containing Ti and Zr,
indicating that thete, too, the 2-14-1 phase becomes unstable at higher
M-contents and a 2-'_7 phase forms in its place.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The addition of small amounts of Nd, Ti or Zr can increase the coercive
force of sintered magnets of composition (Nd.88Dy.12)(Fe.80.xCo.12 B.0 8Mx)5.5 .

2. Nb is the most effective modifying element of these three. A 3 at.%

Nb substitution for Fe can raise the room temperature coercivity about 50%,

reducing the remanence only very slightly and keeping the temperature coefficients
CX, and (3 almost unchanged.

3. Niobium is thus a more suitable modifying element than aluminum if the

objective is to improve the utility of the magnets at temperatures near 150 0 C.

4. Nb additions in excess of 3 at.%, and Ti or Zr additions of more than
1 at.7 , destabilize the 2-14-1 phase and cause the formation of a 2-17 phase.
This dramatically reduces the coercive force of sintered magnets.
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The effects of various alloying elements on modifying the elevated
temperature magnetic properties of sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets

Y. Xiao, S. Liu, H. F. Mildrum, K. J. Strnat, and A. E. Ray
University of Dayton. Dayton. Ohio 45469

The effects of the alloying elements Co, Dy, Er, Al, and Nb on modifying the elevated
temperature properties of sintered Nd-Fe-B-based permanent magnets have been studied in
our laboratory. The results are summarized and analyzed. Small Nb additions increase
coercivity and improve elevated temperature properties. Higher Nb additions lead to
decomposition of the 2:14:1 phase into a 2:17 phase and a new magnetic phase with a Curie

point around 350 *C. The effectiveness of Nb additions appears to be associated with the rare-

earth content of the magnets.

I. INTRODUCTION the magnets, the absolute values of both a and 3 should be

An important objective of present research and develop- reduced.

ment is making Nd-Fe-B magnets more useful at elevated Low-field ac thermnomagnetic analysis (TMA) was

temperatures. The general approach has been to modify the used to determine the Curie temperatures of the magnetic

magnet alloy by introducing fourth, fifth, and sixth compo- phases present. Metallography and x-ray diffraction were

nent elements. The elements selected for this objective also employed to study the magnet alloys.

should accomplish one or more of the following in the modi-
fied magnets: Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

( I) Raising the Curie temperature of the 2:14:1 phase; Data related to the temperature dependence of some
(2) increase the coercivity significantly without an un- modified Nd-Fe-B magnets prepared in our laboratory, as

acceptable decrease in remanence; well as some magnets for reference, are listed in Table 1. The
(3) reduce the temperature coefficient of remanence;
(4) reduce the temperature coefficient of coercivity. ternary Nd-Fe-B magnets have temperature coefficients, a

A search conducted by several laboratories worldwide has and (l, which are 3.0-3.6 times greater than those of com-
identiied seahomed that qualify by these criteria. e mercial SmCo, or 2:17 types. The higher-temperature coef-
identified some elements he afy be userin the ficients of the Nd-Fe-B magnets are usually attributed to the

With the goal of enabling the magnets to be useful in the low Curie temperature of the Nd2 Fet, B phase. Therefore,

temperature range 150-200 'C, Nd-Fe-B alloys, modified raising the Curie temperature of this phase has been an ir-

with Co, Dy and/or Er, Al and Nb, Zr, or Ti have been rant aprc frmpro th e ha stai -

investigatedportant approach for improving the thermal stability Nd-
ismmaizatd na abthese results and report some new Fe-B magnets. But this is not enough; a high intrinsic coer-
summarize n analyzets cive force, ,H,. and good hysteresis loop squareness must
results regarding Nb additions. also be maintained throughout the use temperature range.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS A. Cobalt

The procedures for preparing sintered magnets and The most effective element for raising the Curie tem-

eva jating their magnetic properties were previously de- perature of the 2:14:1 phase is cobalt. Substitution of 10

scribed. -" Demagnetization curves were measured on I-cm at. % Co for Fe in ternary Nd-Fe-B magnets raises the Curie

cubes in a closed circuit with a dc recording hysteresigraph point from 316 to 435 C while reducing a from
comprising a dual electronic integrator and a fixture permit- - 0. 126%/C to - 0.09%/'C, and fl from - 0.86%/'.
ting the heating and cooling of the samples in the range - 0.54%/'C. However, Co additions have adverse side ef-

- 50- + 200 *C. The values of B, and MH and their tem- fects. It is well known that Co reduces fH, in ternary Nd-

perature coflficieiits were determined from curve sets oh- Fe-B magnets; when Co and Dy additions are combined it

tained with this equipment. The temperature coefficients a also reduces the effectiveness of the Dy for increasing 11,

of B, and ft of MH,, quoted in this paper, are defined as and decreasing 63 in Nd-Dy-Fe-B magnets. For example,

follows: compare our samples 9 and 4. Both have identical Dy con-
tents, but sample 9 has only half the Co content of sample 4.

a(T, - T 2 ) = 100[B,(T 2 ) - B,(TI) I/ Room-temperature coercivities of , H, = 22 kOe can be de-
veloped in sample 9 (5 at. % Co), but only 16 kOe in sample

[B,(25"C)(T 2 - Ti), (I) 4(10at. %Co).Duetothelower(3. -0.47%/'Cforsam-

0( T, - T, ) = 100 1 ,.1, ( T2) - MH, ( T,) J/ pIe 9. compared to - 0.54%/'C for sample 4, the coercivity

MH, (25 °C)(T - T,) (2) ofsample 9 remains higher at 150°C. *,Hc = 7.80kOe. than

for sample 4, ,H, = 605 kOe. The adverse effects of higher

They are inherently negative for our alloys, and to improve cobalt substitutions on coercivity and flare to a large extent

3516 J Appl Phys 63 (8). 15 April 1986 0021-8979/88/083516-03$02 40 rc 1988 American Institute of Physics 3516
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TABLE 1. Property values describing the elevated temperature behavior of sintered Nd-Fe-fl magnets modified with Co. Dy. Er. Al. and Nh in different
combinations.

No. Composition ofmagnet (IC) (0- 1SO0 C) (0- 150 C) (at 150'C) (at 150 C) (at 150 C)

I Nd-Fe-B (Neomax-35)' 316 - 0.126 -0.86 3.60 10.3 21.0
2 Nd(Feii"Coo1 2 Bnae.,),., 435 -0.09 -0.54 2.30 10.42 14.7
3 (NdossDyn1 2 )(FesCoogmBoos) 5 5 431 -0.077 -063 3.43 9.67 20.5
4 (Nd.. Dy.2.)(Fe..Co,, a B.,.)s 424 -0.068 -0.54 6.05 P.08 19.4
5 (Nd,M,Dyo,.Er.)(Fe.uICo, E6..),s 5 425 -0.058 - 0.53 4.57 9.51 22.2
6 (Nd0.11Dy,, 2 (FeoeMCo 0 12BOONboom)s, 433 -0.075 -0.57 5.60 9.59 21.4
7 (NdosaaDyo.1) (Fee 7"C.,1z BoosGAlioow)s 407 -0.087 -0.89 3.30 8.54 14.8
8 (Nd.,, Dyo 2.Ero..,) (Fe.nMCoa.3 B..),9 -0.048 -0.46 4.80 9.82 21.2
9 (Nd.,mDyo ) (F%"Com~6Baoe)sg 380 -0.087' -0.47 7.80 9.55 25.3

*Temperature coefficient of B,.
"Temperature coefficient of,,H,.
'Sample from Sumitomo Special Metals Co. Ltd.. Japan; mea-ured at the University of Dayton.
"Sample from Hitachi Metals. Ltd., Japan; measured at the University of Dayton.
'Not measured.
r22 ISO'C.

offset by the positive effects on a and T,. These results sug- point, and only slightly decreases a and /.Analogous re-
gest that, for operation at elevated temperatures, the Co con- sults were observed for Dy-free magnets. Indeed, small Nb
tent, particularly in combination with Dy, is important for additions are more effective thatn comparable amounts of Dy
obtaining an optimal balance between a andfl. in Nd-Fe-Co-B based magnets because Dy decreases B,

much more than Nb at levels that yield comparable wH
B. Dysprosium and erbium gains. Unfortunately, only a small and critical amount of Nb

Dy very effectively enhances the coercive force of both can be added before B. and , H, begin to rapidly deteriorate,
Nd-Fe-B and Nd-Fe-Co-B magnets, as well as decreasing so that Nb cannot completely replace Dy. We observed this
both a and fl . A 3 at. % Dy addition reduces a and critical amount of Nb to vary wtth the amount of neody-
fl to - 0.065% and - 0.54%, respectively, in the mium. or (Nd + Dy) present in the magnets. This is dis-
(Nd,,,Dy,,,) (Fe,1150Coo12 B0116 ),, magnet (sample 4, cussed in the next section.
Table 1). These values are only about twice as large as those
for SmCo, or 2:17 magnets. Substitutiotis of Er, especially in E. Further observation on Nb-containing magnets
combination with Dy, can further reduce aand# (samples 5 In Ref. 8 we showed a set of TMA curves for
and 8). But ^~H at elevated temperatures is also lowered to (Ndot.Dy0  ) (Fe,,, _,.Co 1 , B,,Nb, ) , magnets with
such an extent that Er cannot be considered an attractive
alloyitng element for improving the temperature stability of

Nd-F-B mgnet abve 10 'C 2  o ATOtitC % OF Nb IN ALLOT
Nd-e-Bmagetsabve W *.2 1 2 3 4 5

C. Aluminum 009 O's

Al is more effective than Dy in increasing 1fI, at room 006 0.
temperatutre. However, it increases both ar and fl. especially 0 ____0_________

/.Comparing samples 3 and 7 in Table l, a 3 at. % Al addi- of
tion increases/fl from - 0.63% to - 0.89%, which is even
larger than that of the ternary Nd-Fe-B magnet. Comse- 1; Tc45

quently, a cosubstitution of Al and Co does not improve the 4Z

properties of t he permanen t magnets above 150 'C.' 400

D. Niobium ~I
40

In Ref. 8 we reported that a small Nb addition i
brings a substantial increase in coercivity. Substituting
3 at. % Nb (x=0.036) for Fe in (Nd, 1,,Dy,, 2 ) _ _________

(Fenr, Co0ni 2B0 Io6 Nb,),% increases 11H, fromn 11.5 toI
16. kc.Auinerstngan imoran fatreofsmllNb0 012 024 o36 045 060o

additions is shown in Fig. 1. Up to 3 at. %, Nb does, not Fl; the atipcrdtrnr of pcrin.Incit magnlleic prop'erties in
change B,, T , orar andflvery much. As an e.xmple. 3 at. M% 'Nd._. D%,)( F~ .c ,. t, N) magnet% on the nmohiium con-

Nb decreases B, by just 0.3 kG, does not chanige the Curie 11t
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(3 0% NO)

(3-41 113-1111, -3

0 hO200 300 400 500 0 (00 200 300 400 500 600 (Md. BOY lit ~%0a~04 l* 6  2

FIG. 2. TMA curves for (Nd,, 6 Dya, 2 ) (Fell Co, B.., Nb,), 9 magnet IIIIIIIIII
(3-a) andcastalloy (3-b). (Low-field "permeability" at 5kHz.) Peaks 1,. le is 12 0 a 6 4 2 0
and 3 beloing to 2-14-1, 2-17, and a new magnetic phase, respectively. Mill: (boo)

FIG. 4. Demagnetizahion curves of two sintered magnets with identical Nb
substitution for Fe and same Dy content but with different Nd content.
More Nd counteracts the adverse effects of Nb in excess of 3s at.

Nb contents ranging fronm x = 0.0 12 to 0. 12 and reported
that the 2:14-1 phase is the only major phase in evidence at
low Nb contents (x < 0.036). The deterioration of , 1H, and As discussed above, at 5 at. % Nb TMA evidence of a new
loop shape begins between 3 and 4 at. % Nb. At 5 at. % Nb magnetic phase with T, =3 10 *C and the diffraction peaks
content (x = 0.060) a second Curie point appears near of rhombohedral 2:17 appear. The latter results suggest that
310*C. X-ray diffraction showed that the phase with T, Nb in excess of z3 at. % may preferentially deplete the
= 3 10OC is 2:17, a soft magnetic phase, which explains tile 2:14:1 phase of the rare-earth components to form a 2:17

loss of the permanent magnet properties. With increasing phase and a minor amount of another phase enriched in Nb.
Nb content the XRD peaks of the 2:14:1 phase gradually RE, and perhaps B. If the excess niobium in fact depletes the
decrease and the 2:17 pc'iks increase. When the Nh reaches 8 2:41paeothrreatshnicesngheedy

at. , anew thid T A pak ith Cuie ointnea 35 *C mium content of the overall composition should at least par-appears and grows with increasing Nb content. At 10 at. % tal etr odpraetmge rpris hsi n
Nb the 2:14:1 peak has disappeared from the TMA scan and tiaed rhat ocre. oodeasngen maneutipeties. This 3s ton-
only the 2:17 peaks and the new phase peaks are observed in deed( wha o0u.03 increas)ingt thedNbubesttB, from to4.
the XRD spectra. The TMA curves for 3at. % and l1a0 at. % (xkG6t008 firs Heucs, from168t 10.8 e.Bticasn te .5o
Nb magnets arceshown in Fig. 2. They suggest that the high- kand conen frobin t6.8e ov0.8l kcomutipresing theno
er Nb additions lead to decomposition of the 2:14:1 phase dmu otn obigteoealcmoiint
into 2:17 and a new magnetic phase. WVe have not yet been (Nd. 51 DYno~)(Fe 0 7 .12COO 11B0 gNdoo4g ).
able to determine tile crystal-structure or additional magnet- raises B, to 10.2 kG again, and H, to 15.3 kOc. The demag-
ic data of this new phase. The combined x-ray diffraction netization curves for two compositions containing 4 at. %
spectra for the 2:17 and the new phase are shown in Fig. 3. Nb are compared in Fig. 4.

Figure I shows both B, and ,H, begin to decrease
sharply when the Nb substitution exceeds 3 at. %
(x = 0.036) in magnets corresponding to the composition ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

(Nd0 05s Dyo,(2 )(Fe, 0 go COO.12 Bo000 Nb.)5. This work was supported by U.S. Army ET&D Labora-
tory, Ft. Mvonmouth, NJ, under Contract No. DAAK2O-
84J-0458.
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APPENDIX H

EVIDENCE FOR DOMAIN WALL PINNING BY A MAGNETIC
GRAIN-BOUNDARY PHASE IN SINTERED
Nd-Fe-B BASED PERMANENT MAGNETS
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Evidence for domain watl pinning by a magnetic grain-boundary phase
In sintered Nd-Fe-B based permanent magnets

K. J. Strnat and H. F. Mildrum
University of Dayton. Ohio 45469

M. Tokunaga and H. Harada
Hitachi Metals Corporation. Kumagaya. Japan

Low-field thermomagnetic analysis of sintered Nd(Dy)-Fe(Co)-B magnets provides new
evidence that the high coercivity near room temperature is due to the pinning of residual
domain walls in a ferromagnetic grain-boundary phase. The temperature where M H, drops to
near zero appears to be the Curie point of that phase. It is 50-80 "C below the T, of the 2-14-1
matrix.

INTRODUCTION an effective hard-magnetic pinning phase,' while still others
The physical origin of the high intrinsic coercivity (H,) deny its existence, saying that it is only an artifact of the

of rare-earth magnets is currently the subject of many sample preparation for electron microscopy. Other electron
investigations. For magnets of the "nucleation type," differ- microscope studies' identified the boundary phase sur-
ent magnetization reversal mechanisms have been postulat- rounding most 2-14-1 grains as Nd-rich and nonmagnetic.
ed and theories developed based on a multitude of model Isolated grains having a composition near Nd2FeB 6 were
assumptions. This type includes sintered "SmCo 5" as also found. They are considered by Ref. 6 as magnetically
well as "Nd-Fe-B" and their variations. The rather confus- soft and are implicated as the location of nuclei for easily
ing theoretical situation and experimental attempts to clarify reversed domains, but with no magnetic data to support the
it were recently critically reviewed by Livingston.' claim. However, still other workers" speak of a NdFe4 B,

It is now commonly agreed that a high easy-axis crystal phase instead that is said to be nonmagnetic at room tem-
anistropy of the main (matrix) phase is a necessary condi- perature (RT). Very small amounts of a-Fe have also been
tion for high coercive force; also that H, depends very found."
strongly on the metallurgical microstructure. In good mag- Any good theoretical model of the magnetization mech-
nets this microstructure is usually complex, it has extremely anisms must correctly explain the temperature dependence
small-scale features, is not in equilibrium, and there is still of the intrinsic coercivity. Several analyses of the H, vs T
much uncertainty about the nature, distribution, and prop- variation for Nd(Dy)-Fe(Co)-B and similar magnets have
erties of the phases present. It is common to speak of the recently been attempted,"' 9-' one with emphasis on the im-
processes that initiate the magnetization reversal of a matrix portant range between RT and the Curie point. H, drops
grain (or group of grains) generically as "nucleation." The much more rapidly with increasing T than the anisotropy
actual mechanism can either be the spontaneous creation field, HA, of the matrix phase. Sometimes, the same authors
and subsequent expansion of a previously nonexistent re- present seemingly contradictory interpretations. It must be
versed domain formed at a defect site or at a soft-magnetic concluded that neither the exact nature of secondary phases
inclusion (true nucleation); or residual small domains may in sintered magnets nor the role which each phase plays in
still exist even after saturating the magnet in a very high the magnetization reversal are really known at this time.
field, so that the reversal actually starts with the unpinning H, essentially disappears at temperatures of 50-80 'C
of walls which were very strongly anchored in grain bound- below the T, of the 2-14-I.'" Careful measurements of the
ary regions. Experimentally and conceptually these two coercivity at these higher temperatures on a Co + Dy-modi-
cases are hard to distinguish. We believe we have found a fled magnet (see Fig. 1)' have shown that there must clearly
new experimental way to show that residual domain walls be two different H, mechanisms active: The main contribu-
are indeed pinned by a ferromagnetic grain-boundary phase tion to H, drops precipitously to a sharply defined "foot-
different from the 2-14-1 matrix but presumably crystallo- point" at Tf, while a small H, < 50 Oe persists up to the
graphically coherent with it. matrix Curie point of 380 *C. The latter must represent the

The causes of high coercivity in sintered magnets of the very weak obstacles to wall motion inside the main-phase
Nd-Fe-B family are still highly controversial, as are details grains. 7' was interpreted as the probable Curie point of the
of the microstructure. Several different secondary phases bcc boundary phase, which was thus presumed ferromagne-
can be seen along grain boundaries, in triple points of the tic below Tf and capable of pinning walls on the 2-14-1/bcc
matrix grains, and also as intragranular precipitates. Some phase interface.' The interval T,-T depends on the overall
investigators found a thin, probably metastable, boundary composition of the magnet alloy, but also on the final heat
phase of bcc crystal symmetry, 2' which has been vaguely treating temperature which seems to determine the exact
thought to control H,. Some authors think of this phase as composition of the boundary phase, and therefore its Curie
magnetically soft and detrimental for H,' others consider it point.
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ig 0 were magnets previously prepared at Hitachi Metals Co.3 for
H6 . which Fig. I shows the H, vs T, including T and T,. The

iSa specific conditions in our experiments were H= I Oe, f= 5
kHz. heat/cool rates between 0.5 and 2 "C/min, the samples

140 Z-5.5, T,-6OOVC being - I g or mortar-ground particles of 37-177 Mm.

110 RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

too- [Figure 2 shows heating and cooling curves for a magnet
Z-5.5, T,-460C with RT properties (before crushing) of MH, = 21.9 kOe,

B, = 11.4 kG, and 31.4 MGOe. Curve (a) was run from a
so Z=6.2 thermally demagnetized initial state. It has a sharp Hopkin-

r,-60 son peak, the upper inflection point indicating a T, =380 'C
Go- in agreement with the point at which all coercivity disap-

T, 38OC pears (compare Fig. I ). It shows nc irregularity at T where
40 , the coercivity mechanism changes. (The cause of a very
20 __Tf broad and low / maximum at lower temperatures is un-

20..known, but it could be mechanical strains from the grind-
ing.) Curve (b), run after magnetizing the same sample in a

2SO 300 3SO 400 - 100-kOe pulsed field, does not show this broad maximum
Temp l'C) on heating, but instead an entirely new smaller peak has

FIG. 1. Temperature variation ofrH, near T, for sintered magnets appeared near the T=330"C previously measured on an
(Ndo,,Dy02)(Fe0.1 Coo 0 , Bo0), for the compositions z, and final heat f=330* reviousy mau m is

treatment temperatures T2, indicated (Ref. 3). equivalent sample (compare Fig. ). This new maximum is
gone in the cooling cycle (thermal demagnetization!) and
the broad maximum around 200 "C is back. Repeated cy-
cling of the same sample yields curves like (a), while the

METHOD AND DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT peak at T, returns after remagnetizing.

Wehavelong used alow-field ac thermomagnetic analy- We interpret this to mean that there is indeed a ferro-

sis (TMA) for measuring Curie and other transition tem- magnetic and crystallographically coherent boundary phase

peratures.' 2 A p, vs Tplot of "initial" permeability shows (DP) on the surface of the main-phase grains. (The bcc
peaks wherever the anisotropy is low, such as the Hopkinson phase?) Near RT, this is capable of strongly pinning walls; in

maximum just below T,. Such peaks indicate either an eas-
ing of reversible domain wall motion or of the uniform spin
rotation against anisotropy forces. For mixtures or alloys
containing several ferromagnetic phases of known T, such "6'* 'i"i1 " l

TMA "spectra" can be used to identify phases by their Curie
points.'" The metallurgical systems studied sometimes
change toward a new equilibrium during such experiments,
especially when very small regions of metastable phases are
involved. This is no problem here: the Curie points of Nd-Fe
based phases are so low that we need to heat the samples only
to < 450 "C and for short periods. Repeated thermal cycling
did not change the magnetic responses discussed below. f

We have extended the use of this method by analyzing r, r,
alloys in two initial (RT) magnetization states: thermally
demagnetized and fully saturated. The number and location
of domain walls in each case is different, and if the ac field is W Y.s -.,.
small enough to cause a wall to reversibly oscillate while it .9 + I"{

remains pinned, its contribution to the signal should reflect
the properties of the phase in which the wall is located. As-
suming that a "saturated" magnet contains residuai walls
pinned in regions near the grain boundaries, the peaks in the
TMA spectrum for the magnetized state should reveal the

nature of those regions. If there is a clearly defined magnetic I I
pinning phase present, we should see its T, and learn some- Tr TC
thingabouttheTdependenceofitsabilitytopin. Incontrast, 1 , i
if pinning took place in a disturbed surface region of the 2- ... , , ,
14-1 grains, where the local anisotropy is lower or its axis FIG 2. Low-field ac IMA spectra for a sintered magnet with z 5.5,
misoriented, then we should only see the main-phase T, T, = 600'C. starting from a thermally demagnetized state (a) and from
with its pepk being broadened. The vehicle for this study saturated condition (b).
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temperature, the T, peak moves down, consistent with Fig.
12 I W RIIKI, and becomes broader, indicating greater composition in-

Ifto80w. 21(a~fi~o. r~lo~s I. 5homogeneity of the BP. A higher T'2 moves the peak to a
(A) FIRST SM: PUS I6~IGA 5.5 higher Tf and sharpens it, suggesting a more uniform corn-

(Al i~stSCA PIAO 001(t~tDposition closer to that of the main phase. The boundary layer

was previously also round to become thinner, and the H, at
RT is lower for samples annealed at higher T'2*

CONCLUSIONS

I I These results offer further confirmation that a thin co-
Tf TCherent ferromagnetic layer covering the main-phase grains

0 io *(N Y, Y1 in Nd-Fe-B-type magnets is responsible for their high coer-
civity. It has an ill-defined composition, but clearly distinct

07 - WE0 TMAI(III from 2-14- 1, and an average T, 50-80 'C lower than that of
(N%.ai, 0*23(tgf0*0 Co.0 60R0*00t.S the main phase. The magnets lose their useful coercivity on

W IRT SCAN: MSE tOGNTIZti heating as this boundary phase approaches its T,. Thus the
100 WE H, vs T' function of sintered magnets should be closely relat-

ed to the temperature variation of the basic properties of this
phase (such as its anisotropy) rather than to 2-14-1 proper-
ties. The effective mechanism envisioned is the same we sug-
gested for "RCo," magnets,t4 's i.e., high-field pinning of
residual walls in an "epitaxial shell" of a magnetic phase
with a T, below that of the main, flux-producing phase.

I 100 ACNW EDMN
ItjVPtRAiURE V C I AKO LDMN

FIG. 3. TMA spectra ofinitially saturated magnets of'he same composition The authors K. J, S. and H. F. M. are grateful for sup-
(z= 5.5), whose final heat treatment was at different tempeatures: port of this work by the US Army ET&D Laboratory, Ft.

-z 460 C (curve a) and MOAYC (b). Mionmouth, NJ undcr Contract No. DAAK20-84J-0458.

absence of an external field L releases them back into the ']. D. Livingston, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-23. 2109 ( 1987).
main phase, by thermal activation, only at temperatures ap- 'K Hiraga. M. Hirabayashi. M. Sagawa. and Y. Matsuura, .Ipn. 1. Appl.
proaching 7}, which is probably the Curie temperature of Phys. 24. L30 (1985).
this BP. The relative broadness of the T, peak indicate-, that 'Mt. Tokunaga. M. Tobise. N. Meguro. and H. Harada, IEEETrans. Magn.

NIAG-22, 904 (1Q86).
the BP is of somewhat variable composition, its small height NI. Sagawa. S. Fujimura. H. Yamamoto. Y. Matsuura, and S. Hirosawa.
and the low values of M, at lower T in curve (b) suggest a IEEE Trans. Magn. Jpn. TJNIJ-1, 979 (1985).

relatively high anisotropy field for the BP, which would re- 'M. Sagawa, S. Fijimura. KI Yamamoto. Y. Matsuura. and K. Hiraga,
IEEE Trans. Mapn. MAG-20. 3584 (1984).strict the amplitude of wall bulging at low T and of the spin 61. Filr IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-21, 1955 (1985).

rotation near T,.. In the virgin state there are many highly 'K.-D. Durst and H. Keonmnuller, in Proceedings of the 8th International

mobile walls present in the 2-14-1 grains, but none in the Wforkshop on Rare Earth Permanent Magnets (U~niv. of Dayton. Dayton,

very thin BP layer, where a single domain state seenms to be OH. 1985), po. 725.
'G. C. Hadjipanayis, in Soft and Hard Magnetic Materials (Am. Society ofstable. A high magnetizing field removes them, pushing Metals, Metals Park. OH, 1986). p. 89.

some across the interface into the BP, where they are strong- *S. Ifirosawa. K. Tokuhara. Y. Matsuura, H. Yamamoto. S. Fujimura. and
ly pinned at local imperfections. (Thc absence of the broad Mt. Sagawa. J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 61, M63 (1986).

200 *C peak in the heating curve indicates that the "soflen- I'M. Sagawa. S. Hirosawa. K. Tokuhara. H. Yamamoto. S. Fujimura, Y.
Tsubokawa. and R. Shiniiu, J. Appi. Phys. 61, 3559 (3987).

ing" mechanism underlying it occurs only in the main phase; "K. J3. Stmnat. D. Li. and H. Mildruin, in Ref. 7. p. 575.
it has no influence on a fully saturated magnet.) "K. 1. Sirnat. G. Il1offer. and A. E. Ray. IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG.3. 899

*rhe TMA curves in Fig. 3 are for magnets of the same (1966).

compsiton nd repratonexcpt hatther fnil1-han- "K. J. Strnat and A. E. Ray. AlP Coot. Proc. 24. hlt0 (1975).
c~omosion ad pepartio, ecepttha ther fnal -h "n- . Schweizer, K. J. Sirnat. and J.9B. Y. Ttui, IEEE Trans. Mapo. MAG-7.

nealing step, followed by a water quench, was at T', = 460 429 (1971).
and 640 *C, respectively.' Note that for the lower annea!ing "K. J. Strnat, AlP Conr Proc. 5. 1047 (1971).
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